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Supplementing Electronic Equipment
W i th a Modern Communicati ons System
by MONROE M. KOONTZ
Assistant Manager, Works Accounting, Indiana Harbor Works, Inland Steel Company,
East Chicago, Indiana

Television cameras play a part in the data gathering methods proposed
in the present paper. The author sets forth the basic elements of perception for control on the pattern of the "bio- mechanical" system
(immediate personal reaction) of the owner - manager of small enterprise as it commonly existed a century ago. The prop osal is to reembody this perception- action potential in a "high -speed data processing organization" providing "audio -visual contacts among many
Points," which will b e suitable and economical for most companies.
The goal is to provide means of permitting realization of the country s
industrial growth possibilities, which are envisioned as otherwise severely restricted by the limitations of paper -work control media.

T

which control is based today does not
have the physical attributes needed in the transition to an eight hundred billion dollar economy in 1975. Growth of such magnitude means continued deHE

PAPE RWORK STRUCTU RE U p o n

centralization and the accompanying increase in producing units. Each of these
must be able to communicate to produce efficiently. Overhead costs will increase�geometrically�unless�the�basis�—�paperwork�—of�our�present�control�technique is eliminated in large chunks. It is intended, in this article, to relate the
new array of office machines with the elements of control, to outline a broad
perspective for improving their application, and to suggest changes in emphasis, with regard to office automation, which may be desirable to avoid what
might be called a plateau of development, i. e., the limitation of development
to a fixed level.
J A N U A R Y , 1957
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In approaching automation of the office, many experts, busily applying well
advanced knowledge in organization management and traditional communication techniques, seem to have overlooked the startling possibility that physical
communication facilities now in general use have become so old, technologically speaking, that they must be on the verge of superannuation. Paradoxically
— because the line of progress for management, itself, lies in decentralization -the best commercial potential of information processing system may lie in centralization or semi - centralization of communications and data processing. Decentralization of industry puts a strain on over -all control and also places a
premium upon control at production locations. This dual need can be served.
The executive span of control can be extended considerably by new electronic
communications and the massive ability of centralized electronic systems to boil
down routines of detail can be put to us at all levels.
Limited Means of Control Limits the Economy's Growth Potential
Our thinking should not be burdened by undue emphasis upon tradition
either in devices or organization because current and forthcoming developments will be best adapted to use in terms of their inherent characteristics, and
these will impose a need for organizational as well as technical changes. The
concept most vital to future planning is the analogy between sensory functions
of the individual and what might be possible in the office. In the light of this
concept, existing organization concepts will metamorphize extensively. (After
the change, the game of organizational chess may be resumed.) There is urgency here. If the communications are not given a new structure with a specific
goal of tremendous acceleration, economical use of high -speed computers will
be hampered and predicted business growth may achieve less than optimum
results, and might outrun our ability to control it with paper, with partial stagnation following. The central problem is that the span of business control is
circumscribed substantially by paperwork. Accountants and managers know
this well and admit it reluctantly. To reduce the burden of necessary detail by
electronic communication and processing will augment the talents of our limited
supply of managers and analysts, thus elevating the ceiling over new business
growth.
Control as it is known today grew out of the industrial revolution. As technical problems of production were surmounted in the first half of the nineteenth
century, the commercial consequences were virile expansion, an extension of
division of labor, and continued evolution into departmental allotment of func614
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tions. One correct term for this process is organization, in itself a control tool.
Organization in turn encouraged prolific growth, because it lifted the limitations of single management from the application of new technology potentials.
By 1900, more than organization itself was needed. The size and expanded
logistics of business were getting beyond the personal grasp of the management representative. The medium to supplement —and in turn to constitute —
his control was paperwork: reports, charts, and a body of clerks to produce
them.
The industrial accountant emerged simultaneously to help decision makers
screen vital facts from the system and to keep the system organized to assure
procurement of vital facts. Paperwork tools, while not exclusive to the industrial accountant, do largely characterize his activity, because they include organization charts, the card of accounts, and the structure of reports to management: The accountant is traditionally oriented to paperwork and, in some situations, new paperwork is the only way to get control. However, it has natural
limitations. These are time factors (in terms of both cost and delay) for preparation and transmission, plus a relatively moderate space for filing. Until the
last few years, the volume and complexity of business had not progressed
sufficiently for these limitations to hurt the operation, but the inexorable establishment of multiple new communication lines —paper vehicles for information —each time a new center of activity was set up finally began to take its toll.
The Essence of Control Is Immediate Reaction
It is a real dilemma. Communication facility must be improved for continued
business growth but, in the natural limitations of paperwork, will not change.
The best we can hope for, without a basic divorcement of communications from
paper, is to palliate the effects by simplification. However, the American economy of 1975 can be commensurately profitable only if the controllers of business go back to true fundamentals to achieve the controls they are seeking.
Basically, these fundamentals, long pushed out of sight, resemble in nature the
original control endeavors of an owner of a business. On the current day scene,
they take form as electronosensors or the extension by mechanical and electronic
facilities of human sight, hearing, and memory, all interacting instantaneously
to relegate details and synthesize action. All of the necessary facilities with
which to enact this concept of control are on the market today and a combination of these with superior potentials can be cheaper, more reliable, and more
effective within a given business unit than anything based upon messengers,
JA N UA R Y, 19 3 7
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pneumatic tubes, or medium distance wire transmission, such as telephone and.
telegraph extensions. These substitute facilities will be considered in greater
detail and the use of true elect ronosensors will be explained. First, however,
we need to restore to our consciousness the original model of control appraisal
and action as it existed in the sole owner of the one -time typical small enterprise.
The successful, if archaic proprietor, is a data originating, processing and
control system within himself. His shop contains most of the elements of the
business — fixtures and inventory, a drawer or two containing his purchase and
sales slips, and the hidden strongbox or stocking containing the rest of his net
worth. His brain serves at once as:
I. The reporting system which corresponds
to input in a modern machine installation.
2. The data processing center containing
sorting and merging abilities, programs
for economical purchasing, payment of
bills, and preparation of tax returns.

3. The reporting system which corresponds
to output, as it is popularly termed today.
4. The evaluation system, which recognizes
situations and generates action to stop
pilferage, control waste, and develop
policy based upon sales, cost and operating experience.

From this oversimplification, several secondary considerations will place in
perspective the unsound claims that a multiplying variety of parallel, inadequate,
and, for the most part, excessively costly developments in current management
reporting and control technology will solve our problem. These secondary
considerations emphasize the instantaneous character of the original sole -owner
control. We might visualize him talking to another or, by extension, we might
imagine any number of proprietors or data originating and processing centers
"talking" to each other. In the sole proprietor's bio- mechanical system,
I. There is visual contact with input.
2. There is auditory or hearing contact with
input.
3. Communication is instantaneous.
4. Processing capacity depends upon the
size and speed of the memory.
5. Reports are drawn directly from memory
for the most part, rather than being
transcribed to paper for tedious and delayed perusal.

6. Action may be taken quickly without
paperwork.
7. Input is largely accurate in the first
three above, by reason of their inherent
value to each other, but error correction
is poor in the rest.
8. The element of top managerial surveillance may intervene at any time in every
component of the system.

Expensive land Doubtful) Developments in Data Transmission
The quest for ways in which to utilize advanced equipment for better control communications goes on actively but not always effectively or along economical lines. Hundreds of engineers and management consultants across the
country have been sinking millions of dollars into adapting known telephonic
616
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and telegraphic methods, along with paper tape or punched card originating
equipment, to computer input. However, most of these devices lack vision,
hearing, and instantaneousness in varying combinations or altogether. Furthermore, they really increase paperwork because they require paper to bridge from
one to another, and this, in turn, imposes need for more hardware. The hardware, itself, has generated further input errors from compound circuitry and
relays which sometimes fail. When errors occur, paper tapes impose exceptional difficulty in locating the point in question. A large insurance company
indicates that it has discontinued paper tape transmission, for this reason, to
return to cards. One supplier has announced a machine, or rather a number of
machines circuited together, to produce cards and reports at various production
points, but this system lacks vision and instantaneousness and, to couple it
with logical (computing) ability, messengers will have to be hired to pick up
the cards at each unit. Such a device, which cannot possibly be used full -time
on a decentralized basis, rents for more per month than the wages of an average
clerk.
There are other still more expensive ways to communicate. Even these, because communication to a data evaluation center is so vital to control, have been
pressed into service. One such means is represented by pneumatic tubes, which
cost up to several hundred dollars per installed lineal foot. They are all but inflexible, once set, and fixed charges for a substantial installation will equal the
wages of a number of people. They also lack sound, which must be supplied by
telephone auxiliaries, and they lack the visual component altogether. Being built
to transport physically full -scale paperwork, with its clerical preparation and
timelag straits, they have relatively low transmission capacities.
Computers, Magnetic Storage

and the Input Problem

Moreover, communications must tend to some point, or points, of collection
and evaluation. Hence, at this juncture, the data processing facility should be
considered, i. e., how to use communicated data for comprehension and reaction. On a warship, this facility is a group of men and technological nerves to
all quarters, termed a combat information center. In a plant, it is designated,
variably, after many decades of progressive decentralization, as an office, whether
mill, accounting, production control, shipping, or some other descriptive adjective. Superintendence of these offices has been centralized in waves as the
spreading out process has caused them to become identifiably functionalized and,
in this process, establishment or expansion of a staff function has coincided
J A N U A R Y , 1957
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with each new wave. In all cases there is an input, mostly of paperwork. Communication channels are plant mail, telephone, pneumatic tubes, and conferences. In a few recent cases, paper tape is the medium. And, like the old
telephone company advertisement, establishment of one new instrument where
ten existed before required ten new lines of liaison, except that the lines have
been lines of paper with clerks at both ends.
Electronic computers have entered this scene and are operating successfully'
in spite of the paperwork load at the input end but, so far, the most effective
applications have been integrations of master data, which avoided a new flood
of reports coming in. The latter are better absorbed into an integrated system
over the time needed to redesign the basis of origination. Detailed liaison is
needed all the way to the source in this endeavor. Once the paperwork has been
adapted to the purpose, it can be readily filtered by a junior clerk with a keypunch machine so that the computer may be set up to handle the data. Data
punching on this basis is duplication of effort, again using paper, but the costs
are more than overcome by some integration in processing. Thus, the computer is no problem as far as its internal operation is concerned but, in drawing more paper through the door of the machine room, the communication
problem is accentuated. And the key -punch group becomes packed tighter than
office standards permits.
In the light of these factors the present and potential economics of computers must be considered. What processing problems do they solve? Like
the sole proprietor, they communicate rapidly internally. They have substantial
processing capacity. Reports may be drawn directly from memory with moderate
and ever - improving speed for management action. The problem of error correction now lies mostly outside the system, once it is "debugged ". Input both
external and internal to the system and their very interrelationship develop as
joint and several integration factors affecting computer capabilities. The integration of production reports from two adjacent units, for example, means that
the computer can automatically produce inventory data between units and,
usually, more than half of the external repetitiveness in data origination can
be eliminated. If production data be stored in a random access magnetic file,
even the inventory reports can be eliminated, for all inventory data is available
instantaneously and visually to anyone who has an interrogating connection between his office and the magnetic storage unit. If production orders were mechanized upon receipt, the external input concerning each order from each
production process could be reduced about 65 per cent.'
1
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Based on a survey of two production centers made for purposes of this discussion.
The percentage will vary depending upon the system and the degree of integration.
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

Random access on the foregoing terms is a key point here. Announcements,
since this paper began in preparation, have been most significant in terms of
opening up the large random access memory capacity to provide memory characteristics like those of the sole proprietor. It appears that the economy of magnetic storage is already getting to a point at which it will appear cheaper than
cards on many jobs, but caution in applying it is still needed. Still other recently announced developments are similarly indicative. One laboratory has a
two -ended cathode ray tube with a metallic grid for permanent storage, capable
of holding one million bits on a square- inch - screen. Its speed is great because
one end reads while the other end writes, and the screen is so small. Such a
development in production would obsolete discs and drums as to speed, space
requirements, and capacity, and even this would ultimately be excelled. Nuclear
physicists chat about the ideal as calculation and perhaps storage in a matrix
of differentially chargeable molecules. Not only would computers built on such
principles exceed by a factor of thousands anything available today; they
would be ridiculously compact for their capacity and possibly inexpensive after
perfection of the necessary manufacturing processes. The upshot is that commercial memories will, in the near future, be capable of relegating the detailed
input of the business to storage for reference by the computing component as
needed, just as in the sole proprietor's mind. But the tool will be expanded to
the proportions of the economy as we know it, and it will be more capacious,
more speedy and potentially less erroneous than the proprietor ever was. That
is fine. However, its very instantaneousness is also silly if messengers are coming in eight to twenty -four hours late with the input. There is little purpose in
not giving large scale instant storage an input when the event occurs, and this
is the strongest argument against large centralized computer facilities until
communication facilities can be improved.
Another factor of uselessness, i. e., irrelevance of advantages of speed and
capacity, inheres in any lack of accuracy in input as long as computers are expensive. With an I. B. M. 650, for example, input may range up to a maximum of over 900,000 digits per hour. Even if only three of these are wrong
enough to stop the machine and it takes only two minutes to correct each one,
10 per cent of the capacity has been lost. On larger machines this item is so
important that some installations have a machine scheduler (the 705 does over
40,000 logical operations per second) to enforce nondelaying procedures. If
an error stops the machine more than a very few minutes, the memory must be
dumped by the hapless operator so that the next person in line may get to his
problem. The price of delay is over $150 per hour.
JA NU A RY , 1 95 7
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These considerations reinforce the need for development of reliable, inexpensive, plant -wide data recording and transmission systems, which can provide audio and visual contact with low origination error ratio. It appears that
such systems also may be the key to decentralization of memory elements of
a unifiable computer complex in various locations. For example, if a number
of memory devices can be hooked electronically into central, their distance from
the unit is merely the length of the connection, and distance does not occasion
the delays of traditional input- output via paper linkages. It is the instantaneous
merging of plant -wide data that matters. Nevertheless, the best commercial use
of a computer installation currently implies centralization because:
Personnel acquainted with the interaction
of computer and commercial systems
are too scarce and too expensive to
"spread thin ".
2. The new category of communications data originating control expert which
will have to be brought into existence
in the manufacturing establishment does
not exist, although materials are available to start training.
3. A large memory is not yet adequately
adaptable to decentralization, which
would remove it from the computing
unit and the master file systems. A large
magnetic memory is needed for paperwork elimination, rather than simplification, and elimination occurs when master
files are integrated. Presently applied
communications are not adequate, either
in terms of facilities or personnel, to assure high -speed integration of decentralized memory components with the
presently developed heart of the system,
i.e., cards, tapes, and programs.
4. Integration of related master data simultaneously reduces input error ratios
and reduces the need for duplicating
data from external sources.

S. The reduction of external input gained
by centralized integration would reduce
the load on the communication system,
rendering it more effective for a given
outlay.
b. Concentration of date improves computer payoff and buildi: necessary knowledge of techniques in the organization.
The loading of a medium -size machine
must be effectuated rapidly to justify
the economy of larger equipment. Cost
per calculation on a loaded 705 would
be less than 10 per cent of that on a
loaded 650, in terms of rental alone.
7. Larger capacity units handle greatly
more complex logistical and research
problems, which provide greater payoffs
than straight commercial applications, to
supplant today's generally unsophisticated
analyses.
8. Complaints already I-ave been heard
that all of the fastest computers available cannot handle computer demand,
either in terms of volume (this is on a
national basis) or in terms of problem
complexity. Advancement of the art is
certain to bring more demands.

A Proposal for Control Communications by Monitored Television
The limitations in data transmission and input, along with other limitations
which have just been described, would be discouraging, were it not that modern
components are available to develop a reporting system lower in cost than any
complex of traditional paperwork adapted to 50- year -old communications technology to ease its burden. Such a system can command the economy of integration in a high -speed processing organization, provide channels for extremely
heavy volumes of transmission, and provide audio - visual contacts among many
620
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points. The proposal involves television cameras for data transmission. They
may be obtained for prices under $1,000 per unit, ranging up to two or three
times that amount for units having combinations of remotely controlled multiple
turret lenses, sound, and weather protection components.
Scanning tube developments in recent months already have reduced prices.
The industry, by means of printed circuits, other innovations, and volume demand for industrial applications undoubtedly could cut prices 50 per cent in
coming years. Units may be portable. They require no programming as in the
case of tape or card punching gadgetry. Coaxial connections from cameras to
monitors at about a dollar a foot would be far shorter and cheaper than multiple- circuited mechanical data originators wired to messenger service or connected all the way to central. Reliability of camera operation is superior and
maintenance simple. If an unusual maintenance problem occurs, another unit
may be plugged in while repairs are made.
In contrast to tape - punching equipment, which costs $2,000 to $4,000 per
originator and receiver, a variety of forms can be transmitted by camera without
programming, thus rendering Boor data simultaneously adaptable to local use
and data transmission within reasonable limits. The need for originators would
be greatly condensed. If a number of stations are multiplexed to the monitor,
multiplexing is electronic and visually instantaneous, whereas older devices
multiplex mechanically and far more slowly. These characteristics are vital to
high- speed, high volume data origination and processing, and also restore the
opportunity for visual management surveillance of operations.
A description of what should happen to data will make the proposal concrete. Most readers will have observed that data origination is only a part -time
job for many production recording clerks, although they are writing their reports in slow longhand. Because of this fact, a semi - centralized monitoring
station (which would also really be a decentralized outpost of machine accounting), should be able to handle in practical fashion the data from ten or more
points in the plant. For example, a common work situation at present is a
recording 60 per cent to waiting 40 per cent ratio. Based upon the survey referred to in a previous paragraph, 65 per cent of the data formerly handwritten
at all points would be in computer room master files —in the integrated system
—and this would cut the data originating factor required for each point to 20
per cent at the monitor. At the monitor, the usual three- for -one speed advantage of keyed over handwritten data would apply, thus reducing the data
origination time for each point monitored to an average of 62/3 per cent. This estimate is conservative, because it has not been factored further to adjust for better skilled personnel or the enhancement of speed which occurs in the contemJA N U AR Y , 1 9 5 7
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plated range of punches per item as a consequence of fewer keys activated per
transaction, or for addition of totals formerly done by the mill recorder, as part
of the original 60 per cent work time, and now done in the computer.
It is seen that data relaying and visual switching from the monitors will depend upon a type of control communications personnel generally- new to industry. To obtain the necessary accuracy for unimpeded volume of external input
to the computer, it also is probable that these persons would perform every entry
twice to obtain verification on the spot before triggering their transmissions.
However, except for salary levels, these persons would cost nothing if their work
were loaded properly. They would offset equivalent personnel otherwise employed in the machine room. Training of monitor personnel would correspond
to that of, say, railroad telegraphers or nautical radiomen, and would cover data
origination and control techniques, operating practices at points scanned in
the local complex, and, to some extent, the computer programs for processing
its particular data. The personnel would service, in reverse, any data from the
central unit requested for local analysis or control purposes. It is likely that
the data transmission component of carrier waves from monitors would preferably use key punching equipment or an adaptation. So far, it is better than
other types of devices in reliability of operation. Monitors further would need
policy enforced control or disciplinary procedures over the stations under their
observation.
Completed entry and verification of weights, counts, and simple order indieia
would be signalled from monitor to camera by a green light, advising the material handler that production has been recorded. From the monitor to the
computer, a private micro -wave transmission system (these units also contain
the camera multiplexing circuits) can be engineered economically for all but
small plants. Simultaneous visual and data transmission on one carrier beam is
obtainable either by "band splitting," which is using parts of the transmitter's
wave band for different channels, or by use of extra transmitters. Thus, management could get visual contact, with one or more points per transmitter, without
interrupting flow of data to the processing machine.
A transmitting- receiving combination with the necessary multiplexing system reportedly is available for $30,000 or less, although elaborate units cost
more. If ultra -high frequencies (up to 10,000 megacycles are available) are
used, signals may be beamed thirty miles with ridiculously low power —less
than 10 watts —and by using only moderately high towers. The plant roof is
often high enough to mount the antenna without constructing a tower. The
high frequencies lie outside the range of static for all practical purposes. Com62 1
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pared with this medium, pneumatic tubes are poor. With the latter, coverage of
a few points over a maximum range of 1000 feet may cost over $100,000 and
have lower transmission capacity. The wavelength of a 10,000 megacycle frequency is about 11/4 inches. Transmitting - receiving antennas are "dishes" as
small as a few inches in diameter and precisely aimed at each other.
Incoming data at the processing location would be recorded either on film
(tapes) or go directly to random access storage. The data, although verified,
might be occasionally erroneous, but a small residue of error can be corrected
to some extent by the processing machine because of the integration of the system. Stock checks on the production floor would be minimized, compared with
the present -day situation.
Most day -to -day reports to management, reduced by the programming of the
system to exceptions, would be drawn from the processing machine in summary, and visual form only. Details would be fed out to operations visually
for the most part, by a system of inquiry units. Data required for historical
comparisons could be merged gradually into index or percentage figures. It is
availability of figures such as these, now in relatively meager supply throughout
industry, that helps the operating team to pull together for the best of the overall enterprise.
Fully detailed data would be dumped periodically out of memory as needed
for audit, or for permanent and minimized cost, financial, and inventory records.
Some Problems In Applicable Equipment and Methods
The television industry has concentrated on home receivers. As a consequence, all producers of equipment are largely standardized for a 525 line vidicon scanner, which cannot legibly transmit small print on many current business
forms. This can be overcome by optical systems feeding smaller areas into the
scanner or by redesign of the form to provide smaller volume of somewhat
larger print in the transmission. Another tube called an image orthocon develops 750 lines for the screen, but it costs about $1,250 compared to about
$280 for the vidicon. There is no question that finer scanners can be engineered for higher prices and that all prices will decrease over a period of time.
Of course, the vidicon should be adequate for most purposes, although finer
equipment is theoretically desirable for, say, fine photo -copy work if the data
system develops around that particular technique.
Still another impediment must be overcome if electronosensory systems are
to be effectively implemented. This is the leverage applied against them via
JA N U AR Y , 1 9 3 7
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Government in the communiiations industry. Federal Communications Commission approval must be obtained to use micro -wave transmitters even locally.
The concept of visual data transmission is quite new to that agency and time is
needed to work out the rules, as well as to get judicial precedent for private
operation of any kind of television micro - waving. One regional director has
reportedly expressed interest in the possibilities, indicating that trials might be
permitted in wavebands allocated to experimental use, but temporarily only.
Lawsuits are pending in one instance to resolve the issue between a communications company and a semi - private authority, although data transmission as
such is not a part of the contemplated television micro - waving. There should
be no hesitation to press the issue. The economic significance of the control
function is at least equal to use of space radio for railroad yards and taxicabs.
Industry should make a consolidated bid for bands reserved to this purpose.
Incidentally, some pipelines do micro -wave radio data to pumping control points
many miles from the point of transmission.
There are other obstacles, also, which require surmounting. Many plants
do not have a realiably cycled source of electrical current. For television cameras, this is a must. Job standards for monitor personnel will have to be developed. It is also true that the idea of inquiry units to central needs expansion.
Clearly, industrial accountants would do well to procure some technical knowledge of communications!
Re -Birth of Control
A new electronosensory component of organization to extend the eyes and
ears of management, more reliable and speedier than anything so far proposed
or in use, promises return of a degree of contact and control which management
has not had for years. Magnetic storage and electronic computation, the heart
of the concept, is instantaneous but worthlessly so unless input is equated to its
capacity. A drastic cut in paperwork is not only the objective of the system but
the major principle enabling such a system to develop effectively. Also the cost
of such a system is potentially low enough to merit use by many small companies.
A coininunication system having the necessary characteristics to meet the
above specifications demands decentralization of data origination and may be
the key to decentralized data processing. However, the centralized potential of
the processing equipment is so far from full development that a course of centralization may be desirable for a number of years yet. "Micro- linking" of data
storage units would enable decentralization eventually, however.
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The industrial accountant needs a medium other than paperwork to provide
managerial control of an eight hundred billion dollar economy by 1975. Fortunately, it is available and, in the bargain, many production people can be freed
from clerical duties. The consolidation of visual, auditory, and instantaneous
input and output with a storage and processing capacity of proportions commensurate with the business, can return management to the enviable position
of the sole proprietor— action based on observation, quickly reduced data, and
relegation of detail. But the structure is fundamentally human rather than mechanical. It pre- supposes the control communications specialist who can be
justified by his command over a large volume of data and who will remove the
undue emphasis of mechanics inherent in paper tapes or cards.
Direct use of the magnetic storage medium will provide a renaissance of con-

trol in the twentieth century if the industrial accountant and his systems people
provide it with good communications. It will be helpful to remember we are
in the communications business on a big scale whether or not we ever thought
of it before. Will we adapt our communications tools to a renaissance of control?
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Helping to Put Electronic Equipment
To Work for Business
/

by PAUL W. PINKERTON

� A

Partner, Haskins & Sells, New York, New York

Focusing on a hitherto lest emphasized side of the rapidly moving
"electronic" picture, one which becomes clearly significant as electronic equipment is a ctually put to use in business, the author of the
present article is concerned that accountants shall think and act in
this field from a broad viewpoint and shall take leadership in encouraging all uses of such equipment which will be of advantage .fo the
company, whether these are accounting applications, accounting related
applications, or other important processing of data. In the latter
portions of the paper, data areas regarded as capable of integrated
processing are charted and described.

I

T IS SI GN IFICAN T t h a t s o m u c h e l e c t r o n i c

equipment

is

already in operation.

Two years ago it was thought that there might be 50 companies large enough
to use a large -scale electronic data - processing system. There are now as many
large -scale systems in operations, and many more are on order. This also makes
it high time for us to be clear as to what we mean by electronic data - processing
equipment. It consists of machines capable of storing a complex program of
instructions internally and of following that program automatically and at high.
speed.

This program processes data which are brought into the system under

the a u tom a tic co nt ro l of the p r o g r a m a n d st or ed inte rna l ly.

T h e results of

processing are stored and recorded on output media under control of the program. Input media include magnetic tape, paper tape, and punched cards. Output media include intermediate media such as magnetic tape, paper tape, and
punched cards, and also hard copy by means of line printers or typewriters.
For purposes of the present discussion, systems which have a keyboard as the
only input and a typewriter as the only output have been excluded from the
concept of data - processing equipment.

Givin g El ectr onic Equ ipm ent All I t Ca n Do
Among the impressions which I have obtained in my work in the electronics
field, two stand out. Both relate to the effect of electronics on the industrial
accountant. One of these impressions is that, if maximum advantage is to be
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obtained from electronic equipment, those planning its use will need to take a
broad approach to the data processing requirements of industry. The second impression is that electronic equipment is going to prove its value to a greater
extent where it is used to make automatic decisions than where it is used to
produce more or quicker figures for human decision. In short, electronics
should not be used as a high -speed clerk. Developments have, in my opinion,
convincingly demonstrated the soundness of this analysis.
The desirability of a broad approach to data processing has certain significant aspects for the accountant. First of all, data processing is, in general, decentralized, in two respects. Data processing activities are usually segregated according to the function served. Processing of accounting information, for example, has usually been kept apart from processing of production schedules.
In multi -plant operations, the trend has been toward geographical decentralization. But there is an opposite trend. The use of punched -card equipment has,
in many cases, been responsible for centralization of data processing, since
centralization permits greater economy and, usually, better service. It seems
reasonable to expect that the use of electronic equipment will provide an even
stronger tendency toward centralization of data processing, because of the cost
and power of these machines. (It should be emphasized that this does not
mean centralization of management, which is quite another matter. With good
and cheap communications, there is no reason why a centralized data - processing
system cannot serve decentralized management.)
There are some advantages to decentralized data processing, and there are
many problems to centralized data processing. Nevertheless, centralized data
processing is feasible. It can take a number of different forms. In a multi plant organization, the bulk of the processing might be performed at the main
plant or head office. As an alternative, one or more data - processing centers
might be established at locations selected to minimize the problem of communication. This is the geographical aspect. The centralization of data processing
may be functional. A data - processing section might be established to perform
work for sales, production, and engineering, as well as for accounting. Many
punched -card installations perform data - processing tasks in connection with
sales analysis, stock control, production scheduling, product engineering and
so on, in addition to the accounting functions. Electronic equipment will encourage more of this merging of work.
At all events, the work of accountants at the plants will be altered, perhaps
considerably. From what I have seen thus far, it is my opinion that electronic
equipment will find its greatest value in areas outside of accounting and routine
JA N U AR Y , 1 9 5 7
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record - keeping. In the manufacturing field, the areas of greatest potential appear to be in production scheduling and control, in stock control, and in engineering and research. What is the significance of this? It is that if the accountant is to continue to "carry the ball" in data processing, he must widen
his horizon to include the entire operation. And he must be careful not to consider accounting as the most important area for electronic equipment. If I were
all accountant with this responsibility, I believe I would ask that representatives
of all departments serve on a committee to make the decisions. Not that I
particularly believe in committees for getting things done, but 1. would want
the requirments of the entire operation to be considered in the selection of applications. Accounting applications may well be in the last which should be
considered. If accountants do not step up to the challenge to broaden the scope
of their thinking, the responsibility for plant -wide data processing may well
he given to others.
Using Elecfronic Equipment for Non - Discretionary Decisions
We have dealt with the breadth of approach properly taken toward electronic
installation and have commented incidentally on the probability of continuation of a strong trend toward centralized data processing installations. Brief
mention may now be given to automatic decision potentials. Electronic equipment installations are not mechanical brains. Nevertheless, the equipment has
the ability to take over a considerable portion of the decisions of a certain type
now made by humans, where the criteria are predetermined so that no discre.
tion is required. The ability of machines to make decisions of tills type is not
new. Many examples could be given. A collator segregates cards which are
out of sequence. A bookkeeping machine prints credit balances in red. A tabulator can be set to list only balances which are past -due. Electronic equip.
ment can make decisions which are even more sophisticated than these, but
the thinking must be done in advance, by humans. This leads in to fuller consideration of the second of two impressions phrased at the start of this paper,
i. e., that electronic equipment is going to prove its value to a greater extent where it is used to make automatic decisions than where it is used to produce more or quicker figures for human decision.
The speed and flexibility of electronic data - processing equipment facilitate the
preparation of management control reports permitting practical steps toward
mechanization of decisions. Successful application of the cardinal exception
principle requires that management go even further than it has in the establish incnt of quantitative criteria which can be translated into a program for making
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decisions not involving discretion. Until now the processing of data has been
so slow, relatively, that in most areas, the mechanization of decisions was not
practicable. As a simple example of what can be done, take the issuance of a
purchase order for material. It is possible to prepare inventor), control procedures so that the electronic equipment will automatically prepare a purchase
order when a reorder point is reached, and the reorder point can be determined
automatically on the basis of current information.
That magnetic tape records are invisible has been cited as a disadvantage of
electronic equipment. In many ways, however, it is an advantage, in that it
forces the planner to reconsider the purpose of the records. If the visible record
is made only to permit a human to reach a decision which can he reached automatically, is not the invisibility an advantage? One executive, on being told of a
high -speed printer which could produce an acre of paper in a day, said he'd
pay more for one which would tell him all he needed to know on a match -book
cover. What management purpose is served by an inventory listing, by a trial
balance of receivables, or by a detailed listing of costs and expenses? In a
great many instances, present data processing is molded by the limitations of
available equipment and methods. We have now the opportunity to remedy
some of these limitations. For reports needed by management for decision,
electronic equipment will best serve if it produces answers rather than masses of
undigested figures.
Integration of Functions for Electronic Processing
It is time now to get down to cases. The centralization of data processing (already noted) using electronic equipment at another location or under a separate
department, is likely to relieve the accountant of some part of this data -processing responsibility. In recent years there has been a more general acceptance
of the accountant as an integral part of management and one effect of electronics on the industrial accountant is thus likely to be an opportunity to broaden
his scope of service to management and to increase his own stature in doing so.
The accompanying charts may help him to visualize this by illustrating the interrelationship of data pertaining to widely separated functions and how the)
may be tied together by electronic processing. When integrated data processing
is mentioned, we tend to think of communications and paper tape. These
charts also show the integration of data processing but using a different medium.
Another purpose of the charts is to give a very much oversimplified picture of
what types of jobs can be done on electronic equipment. Integration goes beJA N UA R Y, 19 5 7
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yond the five - channel paper tape to include at least magnetic tapes, punched
cards, and other paper tapes, since all of these can operate automatic equipment and can be translated into one another automatically.
In drawing the charts, I have had in mind a chemical company making a
variety of products in batches. The results of processing may be finished products or intermediates. These intermediates, in turn, are combined with other
materials to make finished products. The data - processing problems in an operation such as this are different from those in a metal fabricating plant or a continuous process plant, but the differences are not so great as to make these charts
completely inapplicable to other types of operations. Because of the long
processing cycles in the industry I have in mind, I have considered processing
schedules, variance reports, etc. monthly. In practice, they could be processed
weekly or even daily, depending on the characteristics of the particular operations.

EXHIBIT 1
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Integrations Unlimited
The chart in Exhibit 1 combines the charts for the six basic jobs which are
shown on the other charts. To keep the charts from becoming too unwieldly,
only two symbols are used. The rectangles represent the electronic data- processing machine (and this chart indicates six operations on one machine, not six
machines). Each circle represents data recorded on magnetic tape —one or
more reels of tape, depending on the volume. No printed reports are indicated,
to avoid making the charts even more complex than they are. It can be assumed that the system can type out or print selectively any information contained on any of the magnetic tapes. The aim might well be to print as little
as possible! In Exhibit 1 it will be observed that some of the tapes are used
in more than one operation. The standards tape, for example, is used in two.
Production is used in three. Material usage is used in two operations. The
sales tape is used in three. Also, output from some runs, such as those marked
" 1 " and " 2 " become the input for others.
Exhibit 2 shows how information on the sales budget might be combined
with inventory requirements data to develop production requirements. This
simple job can be expanded almost to the limits of our imagination. Going
back upstream, the sales budgets are the result of processing data relating to
general and specific market conditions and trends, marketing effort, and other
factors, and inventory requirements are determined by considering such things
as economic batch sizes, possible fluctuations in sales volume, the cost of carrying inventory, and the length of the production cycle. The sales budget might
be set up to show anticipated sales of each product by months for the succeeding twelve months, for example, and the inventory requirements tape might
show the desired balance at each of the succeeding twelve month -ends for each
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product. Also shown would be the beginning inventory balance. The related
production requirements are translated into schedules in Exhibit 3 and compared
with actual production for control purposes in Exhibit 4.
The standards tape shown in Exhibit 3 would contain data as to each product, as well as information as to flexible budgets for each cost center. Included
for each product and intermediate would be the following, (This may seem
to be quite a bit of information, but the speeds of electronic equipment are
such that all of this information for, say, 10,000 products could be read into a
data- processing system in a few minutes.) :
I. Bill of materials —and the standard unit
cost of each item. For intermediates,
the variable portion of the cost would
be segregated.
2. Labor requirements, by operations, showing the specific labor classification —and
the standard labor cost of each operation.
3. Power requirements —and the standard
power cost.

4. Quality control test requirements —and
the standard cost.
5. Standard unit costs, segregated between
variable and fixed. Variable distribution
and administrative costs would be shown.
b. Equipment requirements, showing for
each unit of equipment the processing
time per batch and the set -up and
cleaning time per batch.
7. The batch size.

This standards tape is used to expand the production requirements into various
details. The chart shows only the most important of the outputs. Direct labor
requirements would be shown by class of labor for each cost center and in total.
Requirements for intermediates, computed from the end - product standards,
would be reintroduced and exploded in turn. Requirements of purchased materials would be recorded for subsequent processing. And the equipment
needed, by specific units, showing the time for each, would be detcrmined. The
actual scheduling of production equipment for various products is a more sophisticated job for the electronic equipment. Details of available equipment time
would have to be introduced into the processing. Production requirements will,
of course, be projected far enough ahead so that difficulties in equipment loading or other schedules can be studied.
PRODUC TIO N C ONT ROL
Major changes from month to month
would be listed as soon as determined
PRODUCTION
and the schedules rearranged as reAEOUIREMENTS
quired. Incidentally, the equipment
ELECTRONIC
PRODUCTION
data could include such information as
PROCESSING
CONTROL
costs and depreciation, maintenance
UNIT
DATA
history, and preventive maintenance
PROOUCrION
- - - - -schedules. In this run, the cost information from the standards tape is not
used.
EXHIBIT 4
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At the end of each month reports would be prepared in required detail showing where production is behind or ahead of schedule as indicated by Exhibit
4. The information is obtained by matching the production requirements against
actual production. Practical production control must be the responsibility of
front -line supervision on a daily basis. A comparison of schedules with production in a system of integrated records merely provides assurance that production control is effective. As mentioned above, there are many situations
in which the data could be processed mechanically on a daily basis.
A typical inventory control job is
I NVENTORY CONTROL
pictured in Exhibit 5. The inventory
of
finished product, intermediates, maPURCHASES
terials, and supplies is updated by apRECEIPTS
plying purchases, receipts, production,
PURCHASE
usage, and sales. The inventory recPAODUCTION
ELECTRONIC
REQUISITIONS
ords show details of material on order
MATERIAL
PROCESSING
and committed for production or sales,
USAGE
UNIT
as well as quantities on hand. Stand INYENfOAi
SALES
and inventory costs are included to
PURCHASED
permit automatic costing. The introREOUTAENENTS
duction of the tape containing purINVENTORY
chased material requirements, In conjunction with the other data, permits
EXHIBIT 5
the automatic preparation of purchase
requisitions. Or, if orders have been placed, releases to the vendors may be
issued automatically. Other phases of inventory control which can be handled
automatically include those relating to the distribution of finished goods to
warehouses, the expediting of purchases and production, and the disposition
of surplus and obsolete material.
\
Part of the processing to obtain cost
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for power, maintenance, and quality
RECEIVABLES
control, would also be processed and
included in variance reports. On the
SALES
SALES
basis of production data, the activity
ANALYSIS
CASH
ELECTRONIC
level can be determined and used to
RECEIPTS
PROCESSING
select information included in the
UNII
standards tape for flexible budgets.
ACCOUMiS
_
ACCOUNTS
RECEIVABLE
RECEIVABLE
If it is desired, a tape containing cost
and variance data for prior periods
and on a cumulative basis could be
EXHIBIT 7
used for comparative reports. This tape would be updated in this run.
One other important use of the standards tape not shown in these charts is in
connection with cost estimating.
The last chart, Exhibit 7, shows the processing of sales data for two purposes: first, together with cash receipts, to update the accounts receivable, and
second, for sales analysis.
Keeping "On the Rails"
In considering possibilities stimulated by these and other illustrations, there
are certain cautions, if efforts are to be well- directed. The field is unlimited
and may be broadly approached, but the approach must be wise also. In short,
when studying the possibilities of electronics, three more general observations
would appear to be of interest to accountants. First, studies directed toward
electronic systems have disclosed that there is much more paper work than was
formerly believed to exist and a large part of the paperwork is in the factory.
Second, preparing for electronic equipment is a task of considerable magnitude.
It is primarily a task for insiders, who know the job to be done, not for outsiders who know only the machines. Third, the attitude of management is of
considerable importance. Nothing can be done without the interest and support of management, but it is also important that management have an understanding of the objectives and of the probable effect on organization and on
operating methods.
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Pricing for Return on Capital Employed
by I. WAYNE KELLER
Controller, Armstrong Cork Company, Lancaster, Pennsylvania

Performance in achieving profits has been the center of attention
when return on investment —or on capital employed, as specifically
preferred by this author —hat been described and explained in recent
accounting literature. That it has something special to contribute to
the way costs can be used for pricing purposes is the special topic of
this article, which includes exposition of the usefulness which determination of return on capital employed may have for establishing a
price structure which takes into consideration the higher replacement
costs of plant and equipment.

it was stated in a talk on pricing that costs always estabS lish sales prices because,
even if your prices are determined by competition,
EVER AL Y EARS AGO

the costs of your lowest cost competitor establish at least a minimum sales price.
That statement made a lasting impression on me and experience in the intervening years has confirmed it. However, experience has also confirmed that
capital employed must be considered with costs in setting sales prices.
Return on Capital Employed and Its Relationship to Pricing
The use of return on investment as a measure of management accomplishment has been gaining increased acceptance. For internal purposes investment
must be considered to include all assets used in producing and marketing a
product, irrespective of whether they were provided by equity or by debt. A
company should use a dollar provided by credit from a vendor just as effectively as it uses a dollar provided by a stockholder. "Investment" has a connotation, through general usage, of stockholder equity. For that reason ..capital
employed" is a preferable term. It includes the cash, accounts receivable, inventories, fixed assets and prepaid expenses required to produce and market a
product and gives no recognition to or connotation of the source of the assets.
The return on capital employed is the ratio of after tax profit to the capital
employed. It may be computed by multiplying the per cent profit on sales by
the ratio of sales to capital employed, called "turnover ". Turnover reflects the
intensity of the use of capital employed. For comparisons of return of different
products or of different companies, turnover should always be figured. Then, by
JA N U AR Y , 1 9 5 7
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comparing both profit on sales and turnover, it is possible to isolate reasons for
differences in return on capital. After -tax profit is used because taxes on income are a cost and must be recovered in sales prices. In practice, many companies establish a goal return on capital employed and then increase the rate to
provide for income tax. Calculations of return for internal uses are- then simplified by the use of the before -tax goal per cent.
If the return on capital employed is to be used as a measure of accomplishment, it follows that it must be considered in setting sales prices. Only when this
is done can it be expected that the difference between net sales price and cost
will yield the desired return on capital employed. It is true that prices of competitors must always be considered. But, just as somebody's cost determines the
competitive price so also does somebody's capital. A company which has a cost
disadvantage may overcome it through a better utilization of its capital and
achieve an even better return than that realized by its competitors.
The current relevance of this is clear. The constant increase in costs is wellrecognized by management accountants and is emphasized by the current round
of wage increases. While some cost increases can be offset by greater productivity and some may be absorbed, there comes a time when a price increase is inevitable. The question then becomes one of "how much ". Here return on capital
employed provides a valuable guide. It can serve to make a price increase less
than would be the case if only costs were considered.
Pricing for Return on Sales vs. Return on Capital Emplolfed
T o illustrate the use and effect of return on capital employed as a guide in
pricing, it will be assumed that a single- product company has had cost increases
of 2 per cent in raw material, 5 per cent in labor and 4 per cent in salaries.
For simplicity, it is assumed that supplementary costs of labor do not increase.
The basic data for this company are shown in Exhibit 1 (which also illustrates
points to be developed later on). The cost increases reduce profit before tax
from 10 per cent to 7.4 per cent of net sales. There would be a change in the
components of capital employed, in that inventory values would increase in ratio
to the increase in factory costs. This would draw an equal amount from cash
so that there would be no change in total capital employed. Thus, turnover remains the same, before a price increase, but the return on capital drops to 11.1

per cent from 15 per cent.
If the company decides to increase prices and follows the common practice
of endeavoring to maintain its rate of profit on sales, it will increase its price
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EXHIBIT 1

to $12.3467 ($ 1 1 .1 1 2 - . 90 ) . In practice this would probably be rounded to
$12.35. After this price increase, if volume is not affected, its operations will
show:
Sales ................................... ...............................

$1,235,000

Cost ..................................... ...............................

1,111,200

Profit before fax ............... ...............................

$ 123,800

Profit on sales ........................... ...............................
Turnover ..................................... ...............................
Return on capital ....................... ...............................

10.02%
1.54
15.47%

As a result of rounding its price increase to the nearest cent, the company
will earn slightly more than 10 per cent on sales. However, capital employed
is assumed to remain the same in total, but with some cash moving into accounts receivable and inventory. Therefore, turnover is increased and the return on capital employed is increased from 15 per cent to 15.47 per cent. In
brief, this company will improve its return on capital employed if it prices to
maintain its per cent profit on sales. This sounds fine. Improvement in return
on capital employed is always desirable if it will not affect the competitive position of a company nor its long -range growth and profit potential.
However, assume that this company has a competitor which has the sane
sales volume, sales price, costs, and capital employed and experiences the same
cost increases but reacts differently. The competitor decides to increase its
prices only enough to maintain its 15 per cent return on capital employed. By
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pricing on this basis the competitor need realize no more dollars of profit after
the cost increases than he did before they were experienced. Fifteen per cent
of his capital of $800,000 is $120,000 of profit or $1.20 per unit. His costs
are $11.112 per unit, so his sales will be $12.312 which, in practice, would
probably be rounded to $12.31. He has a unit price advantage of four cents.
This is a small percentage of the total price but, if he was competitive before
the increase, lie is now in a better competitive position. Moreover, if these two
companies are manufacturers selling to wholesalers who, in turn, sell to retailers, the price advantage is multiplied several times. This is especially true if
the competitor has passed on through his distribution channels the philosophy
of pricing for return on capital rather than for a per cent profit on sales. Assuming a 30 per cent mark -up on cost by both the wholesaler and the retailer,
the impact of the price increase at the consumer level would be as follows:

Cost to wholesaler
Price to retailer
Price to consumer

Product of company
priced for
profit on sales

Product of competitor
priced for
return on capital employed

Before
After
price
price
increase increase

Before
After
price
price
increase increase

$12.00
15.60
20.28

$12.35
16.06
10.88

$12.00
15.60
20.28

$12.31
15.91
20.59

In the above data it is assumed that the distributors of the competitor's product did not increase their capital employed. Therefore, to maintain their return
on capital they simply passed on the 31 cent increase in the manufacturer's price
to the consumer. The company's distributors, on the other hand, took a markup at each level on the increased price. The difference in price to the consumer
became 29 cents in contrast with the price difference of 4 cents for the manufacturers after their price increase. Score a competitive advantage for the manufacturer and his distributors who price for return on capital employed!
The preceding illustrations assume no change in capital employed. This does
accentuate the difference between the two methods of price determination. Actually, capital employed may be expected to increase as prices and costs increase. Accounts receivable will be higher because prices are higher. Inventory values will increase in ratio to increases in factory costs. More cash will
be required to service the business. In short, the ratio of current assets to sales
may be expected to reach the level, soon after a price increase, that existed
before.
The change in current assets in ratio to increased sales dollars injects two unknowns into the computation of a price to yield a desired return on capital.
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The higher the sales price the greater the amount of capital employed. A price
which gives effect to this can be calculated by the following formula:
cost -{- (% return X fixed capital)
Price—

volume
I — (% return X % current assets to sales)

Before price increases the ratio of current assets and prepaid expense to sales
for the company and its competitor was 33.33%. Fixed assets were $400,000
and return on capital was 15 per cent. To determine a sales price to maintain
the return, the formula would be as follows:
$1,111,200-x- (.15 X $400,000)
Price =

100,000

= $12.32835

— (.15 X .3333)

This price, based on the assumption that current assets increase in direct ratio
to sales dollars, falls exactly in the middle of the range between the $12.35 determined to maintain the per cent profit on sales and the $12.31 determined to
maintain the return on capital employed if current assets are assumed to remain
the same in total. To the extent that astute management can keep the percentage increase in current assets below the percentage of the price increase, it can
secure the desired return on capital with a lesser price increase. Also, the
higher the ratio of fixed assets to total capital employed, the lower the amount
of price increase required to cover cost increases and to earn the same return
on capital, even if current assets increase in direct ratio to sales dollars.
Basis of Asset Valuation; Multi - Product Companies
The preceding discussion has purposely ignored the controversial points in
the use of return on capital employed as a measure of accomplishment. One of
these is the question of whether fixed assets should be included at cost or at depreciated value. It makes little difference when using return on capital employed as a guide in pricing how this and other debatable questions are answered. If fixed assets are included at cost, the return will be lower than if they
are included at depreciated value. The problem is to arrive at a new sales price,
not to appraise the adequacy of the return in relation to that of another company
or another unit of the same company.
Calculation of a price increase to cover a cost increase and secure the same
return as before the increase will follow the same procedure, regardless of the
basis of the value of any asset included in the capital employed. Policy of asset
JA N U AR Y , 1 9 5 7
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valuation will have essentially no effect on the price determination so long as
consistency is maintained. One effect might be noted. If fixed assets are included at cost, their ratio to total capital will be higher. Thus a greater portion
of the total capital employed will not be increased by increased costs and a lesser
price increase would be necessary to maintain the return on capital employed.
Return on capital employed is just as sound a basis for price determination
in a multi - product company as in a single- product company. The only special
problem is the allocation of capital to product lines. However, management
accountants have been allocating costs to product lines for many years. Today
many of them are also allocating capital. As with costs, the methods of allocation will be determined by the nature of the item and the character of the business. Possible methods of allocation are:
Cash —in ratio to total product cost

Work -in- process and finished stock — specific

Accounts receivable —in ratio to sales adjusted for differences in discount terms

Fixed assets —in ratio to depreciation, preferably first to plant operations and then
within operations to product lines in their
ratio of the use of the facilities at either
normal or actual volume.

Raw material —in ratio to actual or normal
usage

Because capital employed is allocated to product lines on various bases, it is
more likely that product -line capital will increase when costs and sales prices
increase then it is that total company capital employed will increase. As mentioned earlier for the single - product company exemplified, these increases will
result in changes in specific assets at the company level but probably not in total
assets. Since the capital employed for a product line is variable to a greater
degree than that capital employed for the company, the formula for price determination with variable capital unknown is particularly useful in pricing products lines.
Pricing for Return on Specific Products
The use of return on capital employed as a basis for pricing may be carried
beyond product lines to specific products in a line. This is desirable when production speeds vary to a marked degree and fixed expenses and fixed assets are
significant factors. Exhibit 2 presents data on three products of a product line.
These are all made on the same machine. Production speeds vary greatly, as do
the ratios of the cost elements to total cost. One pitfall of pricing has been
avoided in that all fixed or period expense — factory, distribution and administrative —has been related to machine hours at expense absorption volume in developing costs for pricing. The company has recognized that it has machine
hours to sell and that the products are incidental to the utilization of machine
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D E V E L O P M E N T O F S AL E S

P R O D UC T S P R IC E S F O R

Unit s pe r mac hi ne hour

PR ODUC TS O F

A L IN E
Total Li ne

ly

It

r,

1,000

500

21000

Ma c h i ne ho wl a t e xp e ns e a h —pt lo n -l a ma

6,000

Fixed (pe rlod) e xpense
Fixed ass ets
Current a ss et s

$30 000
62.500
251 of sales

Cost par 1, 0 0 0 uni t s :
Mater Sal
Labor a t $4.00 per machine hour
Di re ct expa ns e e t SI . 00 per ma chine hour
Fixed expens e et 35. 00 per machine ho ur
Tot al

110. 00
4.00
1.00
5.00
120,00

$ 4 .00
8, 00
2.00
10.00
$24,00

S 7.00
2.00
.50
2.50
$12.00

Sa le s pri c e pe r 1 , 0 0 0 t o re t urn 2 0 1 p ro f i t

$25.00

$30.00

$15.00

Gross margi n per 1,000

$10.00

$16.00

S 5.50

P r o f i t be f o re ta x pe r 1,000

1 5.00

% 6.00

S 3.00

EXHIBIT 2

time. Providing for the recovery of distribution and administrative expenses
in the mark -up on cost would have accomplished its purpose but would have
distorted product costs to the extent of the differences in direct material costs.
However, each product has been priced to return a 20 per cent profit on sales,
before tax. Product B has the highest sales price, the highest contribution rate
to fixed expense and profit, and the highest profit rate. Fewer units need to be
sold to utilize the plant capacity. It would appear that this is the one on which
to concentrate sales effort. But, if volume for this product cannot be generated
to utilize capacity, Products A and C can be sold and the per cent profit on sales
will remain at twenty. What will happen to the return on capital employed?
Exhibit 3 shows this. If the entire expense absorption volume of 6,000 machine
hours per year is achieved in sales of Products B, the before tax return will be
RE TURN ON C AP I T AL EM PL O YE D
PR I C I NG FOR P E R C E N T P R OF I T ON SALE S
A

B

C

Ma xi mu m un i t e o f e a c h pr o d uc t a t e x pe ns e a bs o r pt i o n volume

6, 0 0 0, 0 0 0

3, 0 00 , 00 0

12 , 00 0 ,7 0 0

Sa le s

$15 0,0 00

1'301 000

i180,000

90 , 0 0 0
30 ,0 00
12 0 ,0 0 0

42,000

114 , E

30 ,0 00
72 ,0 00

30 ,0 00
1441000

pro fi t be fo re ta r

T30 000

8 1 000

V3 , 0 0 0

Curr e nt -. s e t s - 2 5 4 o f s a le s
$Yxed . s u e t -

1 37 ,5 00

$22, 500
62 , 50 0

1 45 ,0 00

62

CO ' .

18 5 , E

Co s t - di re c t
f i x e d expense

1

304

R e t u r n o n c a p i t a l ® p l o y e d (b e f o r e t s x )

214

6 1 '00
77 ,5 00

334

EXHIBIT 3
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21 per cent. With the same condition with Product A it will be 30 per cent
and with Product C 33 per cent. From the standpoint of return on capital em-

ployed, Product C is the one to push.
When a number of products are offered in a line, it is impossible, because
of customer requirements or preferences, to concentrate all of the sales in one
product. Therefore, when sales prices are determined by a mark -up on cost to
return a desired per cent profit on sales, the return on capital employed will be
affected by sales mixture. This is avoided if each product is priced to yield the
goal return on capital employed. Using the costs, fixed assets and ratio of current assets to sales from Exhibit 3 in the formula discussed earlier, sales prices
were calculated to yield 30 per cent on capital employed. In the calculations, it
was assumed that each product would utilize 100 per cent of the expense absorption volume machine hours.
Exhibit 4 shows the results of this basis of pricing. The price for Product A
is the same as that determined by a mark -up on cost, since this product was returning 30 per cent on capital. However, when Products B and C each use the
full expense absorption volume, their sales prices to return 30 per cent on capital
become $32.70 and $14.66 per 1000, respectively. Pricing for per cent profit on
sales resulted in under - pricing Product B and over - pricing Product C. With
prices established to yield a 30 per cent return on each product when it utilizes
expense absorption volume, mixture will have no effect on the return on capital.
Return becomes relative to the machine hours utilized and any product mixture
will yield 30 per cent return if the full expense absorption machine hours are
achieved.
It is to be noted that this formula price determination is particularly useful
R E TUR N ON C A P I T A L E M P L O YE D
PRIC ING FO R R E TU R N ON C A P I T A L E M P L O Y E D

J

ja

A

6, 000, 0 0 0

9, 0 00 , 00 0

12 , 0 0 0, 0 0 0

Sa le s p r ic e t o y ie ld 3C% Return on c a p i t a l employed

$25, 00

632 , 70

$1 4. 66

Ba le s
Coat
Profit

5150,000
120y CW 30 ,0 00

$98 ,1 00
72 .0 00
26, 100

$.175,920
144 .0 00
31,920

362,
7a5;CC
00

24,525
62
.5 00

100, 00 0

87,025

43 ,9 80
6
10 6 ,4 8 0

Maxim

u n it s o f saah product at expense absorption volme

Current as s et s - 25% of s a le s
F ix ed as s e ts

Ratu m an os p it al employed (before t at )

30%

30%

305

EXHIBIT 4
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with direct costing. Direct costs of specific products are taken from the cost records. Variable capital employed, fixed expense, and fixed capital employed
need be determined only for the product line. They need not be allocated to
specific products in a line since the desired return will be realized, regardless of
specific product mixture.

Pricing to Cover Increased Asset Replacement Costs
Pricing for return on capital employed can be used to guide management in
solving another problem, that of providing for the replacement of production
equipment at current high prices. Roger M. Blough, Chairman of the United
States Steel Corporation, speaking to the shareholders at their annual meeting
on May 7, said:
"Back in 1930 we built an open hearth plant which cost about 10 million dollars. Today it will cost about 64 million dollars to replace that plant. Through depreciation
we have recovered the original 10 millions that we spent on this facility. The remaining 54 millions, however, will have to come out of our profits
our profits after taxes.
...to earn 1121/1 millions
"But in order to earn 54 millions in profits after taxes, we have
before taxes. And, last year, it took the profit on six hundred million of the dollars
we received from our customers -about one - seventh of our total sales -to pay for that
one open hearth plant.
"So every penny of profit we made on one - seventh of our total sales last year w i l l be
wiped out in replacing this open hearth. And that, of course, is only one facility.
We have many other furnaces, mills and machines which must be replaced each year."
This problem is existent in all companies. However, management guidance

-

TW E NT Y - F I VE YEAR DAT A W I TH PRI CES SET TO YI EL D 7% RET URN AF T E R
TAX ON C AP I T AL I NC L UD I NG F I XE D ASSETS AT RE P L AC E ME NT COST
($000)
Pro rit
Hamra
fiale
1955
4
3
2
1
1950
1949
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
1940
1939
8

6
5
4
3
2
1

o t

166,261 $53,717
64,379
52,153
62,540
50,634
60,747 49,159
46 ,6 2!
57,"1
56,221 45,269
54,583 43,951
52,955 42,641
51,395
41,399
49,871 40,193
48,380
39,022
46,906
77,886
36,783
45,505
44,116
35,712
42,756
34,672
33,662
41,428
32,682
40,130
38,860
31,730
37,616
30,806
36,401 29,909
35,212
29,038
34,048
28,192
32,907
27,371
26,574
31,792
30,700
25,800

fig_
$12,544
12,225
11,906
11,588
11,270
10,952
10,632
10,314
9,996
9,678
9,358
9 , 040
8,722
8,404
8,084
7,766
7,448
7,133
6,810
6,492
6,174
5,856
5,536
5,218
4,900

Pro rit
0%
_
l i t r 5_
Tqi
$6,272
6,113
5,953
5,794
5,635
5,476
5,316
5,157
4,998
4 , 833
4,679
4,523
4,361
4,202
4,042
3,883
3,724
3,565
3,405
3,246
3,087
2,928
2,768
2,609
2,450

DS1jdmd4
$3,763
3 , 668
3,572
3,476
3, 381
3,286
3,190
3,09(
2,999
2,903
2,907
2,712
2,617
2,521
2,425
2,330
2,234
2,139
2,043
1,948
1,852
1,757
1,661
1,565
1,470

Aeta1nad
Y&-- '
$2, 9 n
2,445
2,381
2,318
2,254
2,190
2,125
2,063
1,999
1,936
1,472
1,908
1,744
1,6 81
1,617
1,553
1,490
1,426
1,362
1,298
1,235
1,1 71
1,107
1,044
980

7 1 -d l 8 8 a t a
t
A. pL® a t
Gout
164,000
62,375
60,750
59,125
57,500
55,875
54,250
52,625
51,000
49,775
47,750
46,125
44,500
42,975
41,250
39,625
38,000
36,375
34.750
71,125
31,500
29,875
28,250
25,625
25,000

Ope rat ing
0 u
t
Imte

&21Mqd

$25,600
24,950
24,300
2,3,650
23,000
22,350
21,790
1.1,)50
20,400
19,750
19,100
18,450
17,900
17,150
16,500
15,850
15,330
14,550
13,900
13,250
12,600
11,950
11,300
10,650
10,000

589,600
87,325
85,050
82,775
8o, 500
78,225
75,950
73,675
71,400
69,125
66,850
64,575
62,300
60,025
57,750
55,475
53,200
50,925
48,650
46,775
44,100
41,825
39,550
37,275
35,000

To ta l
Cpi ta l
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in providing for replacements can be given by the accountant if he computes the
sales prices required to yield a desired return on capital employed which includes fixed assets at replacement cost. If this is done from year to year, with
fixed assets included each year at their replacement cost of that year, a pricing
structure will be developed which will provide funds for replacement.
Exhibit 5 shows the effect of such pricing on the assumption that it was
adopted when the open hearth plant was built. Mr. Blough's original and replacement costs were used and the increase was spread evenly over 24 years.
All other figures in this table are hypothetical. It was assumed that a 7 per
c e n t r e t u r n , a ft e r i n c o m e t a x e s o f 5 0 p e r c e n t , wa s r e a l i z e d i n t 9 ? t on t he c a p i -

tal employed at the beginning of that year. Current assets were arbitrarily increased in ratio to the increase in the replacement cost of fixed. assets. Costs
were assumed to increase 3 per cent each year. Prices for each year were then
set to return 7 per cent on capital employed, with fixed assets included each
year at their replacement cost of that year. Dividends were assumed to be 60
per cent of the after tax profit.
The retained earnings of each year exceed the increase in current assets. Thus,
even if al l of this increase in current assets is provided by retained earnings,
there is still a sum available each year to help provide for the replacement of

FUNDS

AVAILABLE FOR REPLACEMENT OF PLANT WITH
IN V E S T E D AT 2% C O M P O U N D IN T E R E S T
($0 00)

By

� ?4aLaL12n
1955
4
3
2
1
1950
1949
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
1940
1939
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

E xcess Cash P r o v i d e d ,
ess of
t
8a rr Aa i s o v e r
Norm" In
IL x z m
N !

EXCESS

CASH

Periods
10
8a1

1, 00 0
1,0 00
1, 00 0
1, 00 0
1, 00 0
1, 00 0
1, 00 0
1, 00 0
1, 0 0 0
1, 00 0
1, 00 0
1, 00 0
1,0 00
1,0 00
1, 00 0
1,0 00
1,0 00
1,0 00
1,0 00
1, 00 0
1,0 00
1, 00 0
1, 00 0
1, 00 0
1, 00 0

$ 11859
1,7 95
1,731
1, 6 6 8
1, 6 0 4
1, 54 0
11476
11413
1, 34 9
1, 28 6
1,2 22
1,1 58
1,094
1,031
96,7
903
840
716
712
648
585
521
457
394
330

59
$ 2,8
2,795

`2 5 ,0 0 0

Zz7,359

552,359

2, 7 3 1
2,6 68
2, 60 4
2,540
2,4 76
2,413
2,349
2,296
2,222
2,1 58
2, 09 4
2, 0 3 1
1, 96 7
1, 90 3
1, 44 0
1, 7 7 6
1, 71 2
1, 6 4 8
1, 56 5
1,521
1, 45 7
1, 3 9 4
1, 33 0

9LI L& I e lf
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Cakw=d
Interest and
Pr inol ca l

$ 2,959

2, 8 5 1
2, 84 1
2, 9 3 1
2,919
2, 80 /,
2,7 88
2,7 72
2,752
2,7 32
2,709
2,6 83
2, 6 %
2,6 27
2,595
2,5 61
2,526
2,4 87
2,445
2, 3 9 1
2,355
2,305
2,2 52
2,1 90
2,1 39

$64,970

EXHIBIT 6
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the fixed assets. In addition, one million dollars per year is available from depreciation. The suln of these two amounts is shown in the third column of Exhibit 6. Cumulatively it is $52,359,000. This is still not enough to replace the
plant at a cost of $64,000,000. But this money would not be idle. In practice
it would be used for expansion or for the replacement of other company facilities. It would be working and producing more profits. However, in the exhibit, it was assumed that it would be invested at 2 per cent interest compounded
annually. The interest earned is enough to make up the shortage, and $64,970,000 are available to replace the plant.
In 1931 this hypothetical plant had an after tax profit on sales of 8 per cent.
If prices had been increased to cover cost increases and retain this per cent profit
on sales, the 1955 sales would have been $63,949,000. Thus, pricing for return
on capital, with fixed assets included at replacement costs, resulted in sales prices
which were 3.6 per cent higher than they would have been had the plant priced
for profit on sales. This higher price might have caused a significant difference
in volume had it been put into effect only in 1955. However, if pricing for
return on capital employed had been followed consistently over the 25 years,
the spread in prices would have come gradually and probably would never have
had any adverse effect on volume. This would, of course, depend upon the
plant's position in the industry and upon competition.
Exhibit 7 contrasts the pricing for return on capital employed in the twenty fifth year of the hypothetical plant with fixed assets included at depreciated
value, at cost, and at replacement cost. The differences are extreme because it
has been assumed that the plant operated with its original facilities for 24
years and, thus, has a depreciated value of only $1,000,000 at the beginning
COM PA RIS ON O F E F F E C T ON SALES PR IC ES W ITH FIX ED AS S ETS IN C L U D E D
IN C A P I T A L A T D I F F E R E N T VAL UES

Depreoisted
Dost

Fixed A&jW atl
ar i fts a l

_000,4

HepSaoaeut
Cost

Op e ra t in g a u r en t " s et s
Fixed " s e t s

$25,600

$25,600
25 000
50,

$25,600
0o0
S" , 60 0

P r o f i t a f t e r t a x • 7 % r e t a i n a n oapdtal

$ 1,862

$ 3,542

$ 6 ,x72

Pr o f i t b e f o r e t a x o f 5 0 %
c os t
Sales

i 3, 724

$ 7,084

$12,544

57,4$1

% h ig be r sal es p ri oe re qu ir ed

5.9%

15.3%
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of the twenty-fifth year. The figures do point up the desirability of using replacement costs of fixed assets in pricing for return on capital employed, if the
profits are to provide for the increases in costs of facilities during the years
they are used.
Without question, few companies give consideration to replacement costs of
facilities in setting their sales prices. Fixed assets are being replaced on a rotating basis. This, coupled with normal expansion, results in capital expenditures
which exceed the depreciation taken each year. New assets are coming into the
figures at current prices and raise the average cost closer to replacement cost than
in the hyopthetical plant used in the illustration, which had no capital expenditures over the 25 year period. Also, operating costs of older facilities generally
are higher and their productive capacity lower than those of new facilities.
These factors must be considered in pricing to provide funds for replacement:.
Lacking the services of a giant computer to evaluate all of these variables, no
illustrations are presented to support these statements.
In arriving at the inclusion of fixed assets at replacement cost in pricing for
return on capital employed, we have come full circle. The first illustration
showed that lesser price increases are required to cover cost increases and maintain return on capital than are required to maintain profit on sales. The latter
illustrations show that greater price increases are required if both increased
costs of production and increased costs of facilities are to be covered by using
replacement costs in the capital on which the return is based. A straw man
appears to have been built and destroyed. But, it must be noted that pricing to
maintain profit on sales will not provide for increased facility costs. The profit
rates must be increased to do this. Until the question of providing for replacement was injected, like conditions were being compared. Replacement costs injected a new condition into the calculations.
One More Avenue to Intelligent Pricing
Setting sales prices requires a combination of calculations and judgment.
Any calculated price must be considered in the light of market conditions and
modified as indicated by management judgment. Pricing for return on capital
employed has not been presented as the answer to all pricing problems nor as
the means of eliminating judgment. It does provide another facet for consideration. In additon, it presents another opportunity for management ingenuity. To
the extent that increases in capital employed can be avoided when sales prices
are increased to cover cost increases, the price increases can be less without ad
versely affecting the rate of return on capital employed.
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Better Control of Suppli es—W ith Economy

l

by MAURICE D. TRIOULEYRE
Procedures Analyst, Shawinigan Resins Corporation, Springfield, Mass.

A case in the area most recently served in N.A.C.A. literature by
Accounting Practice Report No. 1, (June 1955), this article deals with
the preliminaries, particulars, and results of a program of supplies
control, carried out by a company which has a wide variety of operat-

ing and maintenance supplies and spare parts, to help tighten practice
in their purchase, storage, and usage.

T

HIS PAPE R WI LL DESCRIBE t h e r e s u l t s o f a c o m p r e h e n s i v e s t u d y a n d t h e d e -

velopment of an improved stores supply system for our company. Although
any system is necessarily tailored to a particular situation, some of the basic
features outlined here may find application in other companies of similar

character. Moreover, it is felt that our evaluation of alternatives may be of
interest to others. We were guided by the experience of other companies and
associated plants in our field of industry, as well as by available published
material. We might point out too that a sustained joint effort on the part of
both accounting and plant maintenance staffs is essential in order to achieve a
well - integrated control and accounting for stores.
Ours is a medium -size plant in the chemical processing industry. The primary
need was for better control of supplies, both physical and accounting control,
rather than the need to reduce storeroom operating costs. The storeroom carried
around 4000 different stock items at an inventory value of $230,000. It serves
500 employees. About 3500 withdrawals were made on 1400 stores requisitions
per month. Items stocked are of the following types:
I. General maintenance supplies —such as
piping and fittings, electrical parts,
steel, lumber, hardware, lubricants, etc.

ments, and other special parts for a par ti t ul ar t ype of equi pment.
3. Operat ing supplies —such as filters, re-

Sp ar e parts —such as c o m p o n e n t pa rt s
f o r pu m ps , dr i ve s , a n d c o n t r o l in s tr u -

co rdi n g
cha rt s ,
c o n ta i n er s , s t a t i o n e r y
a n d of fi ce supp lies a n d t h e lik e.

2.

In addition several hundred non -stock items were temporarily stored while
held for repair or construction jobs, plus a larger number of such items on hand
which were left over from various jobs. In many instances these nonstock
items were not physically segregated. There was no clear distinction as to
which items should be stocked and which should be specially ordered. The
storeroom operated on a self - service basis for the most part. Personnel consisted
of a storekeeper, one stores clerk, and one stores attendant. A perpetual inJ A NU A R Y , 1957
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ventory record was maintained as the basis for reordering. Except for certain
minor expensed items, a stores requisition was required for withdrawals. When
the plant was smaller and fewer persons were involved, this system worked
reasonably well. More recently, however, it was found that users frequently
failed to leave a requisition, with the result that perpetual inventory balances
were unreliable and substantial inventory shortages occurred. In an attempt
to alleviate this situation, the practice of segregating a tagged minimum quantity
in the bin was tried. The tag was to be turned in for re- ordering the item when
the minimum quantity was reached. Under self service conditions, this method
was only partly successful, in that often the tag was not turned in as required.
For quite a while, management took the view that the cost of controlling the
issuance of supplies from a locked storeroom would not be justified. It was
presumed that the missing supplies were put to good use and that actual loss
was negligible.
However, with the expansion of the plant, a growing realization of shortcomings led to a thorough study of the whole stores system. From this study
certain principal objectives for improvement emerged. The first was to provide
a more dependable stock of supplies and spare parts necessary for efficient
operation of the plant. In a continuously operated chemical plant, avoidance of
shut -downs is obviously of paramount importance. But this was not the root
of the problem which was one of minimizing hidden losses due to excessive
time spent by maintenance personnel in locating items, in improvising for
lack of the right item, and in emergency procurement. A second objective
was to provide for a more judicious selection of items and quantities to be
stocked. There was a natural tendency, in the absence of pre'Fer control, to
stock some items or quantities for which there was not sufficient need and
to fail to stock other items (particularly, spare parts) which should have been
available. A third objective was to provide better, yet economical, accounting
for the inventory and the usage of supplies, taking into consideration the
relative importance of the various types of items. We wanted to avoid any
increase in the cost of storeroom operation which would not pay off in terms
of better accounting or better service.
The Improvement Program: Principles and Preliminaries
In seeking to accomplish our objectives we adopted the underlying philosophy
that it is better to furnish efficient, low cost service on a restricted number
of supply items than to try to cover every need with an indifferent or costly
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service. In other words, every item
stocked must justify the space and the
expense of storing, controlling and accounting for it. A careful study was
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It is interesting to note that the overall result of this study was to reduce
the previous coverage of commercially
standard items and to considerably increase the coverage of spare parts.
As the various types of items were
reviewed and those to be stocked were
selected, it was found convenient to
first record them on a Stores Data
Sheet (Exhibit 1 ) . This facilitated
classification and setting up of the records and bin location for each item.
In the case of spare parts, a maintenance engineer first prepared a spare
parts list for the particular type of
equipment. A physical rearrangement
of supplies in stock bins was another
major step in the program and resulted
in considerable saving in space. Bin
location codes were assigned as the
revised bin layout were completed.
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Also, each bin was provided with a label showing the classification code, description and minimum quantity.
We considered a logical classification and coding of supplies important.
All items were classified and coded, according to generic type in the case of
supply items for general use and according to type of equipment to which
applicable in the case of spare parts. A six -digit classification code was used,
the first two digits representing the general type, the middle digits representing
sub groupings, and the last digit or two representing the specific item. Fo°
example:
(General Supplies)
&

01 —Pipe tube fittings
01I —Cast iron, std. 125#
0111— Bushings
011101- 3/g x 1/4
011102- 1 / 2 x 1/4
etc.
012— Brass, std. 125#
etc.

(Spare Parts)
60— Metering pumps
601— Proportioneer pumps
6011 —Model 3XSG -1 -ist #84
601101 —Check valve ball
601104 —Valve spring
etc.
602— Milton roy pumps

(Bearings)
10— Bearings
100 —Mist. Ball Bearings, less than I" Bore
1" Bore or greater
101— "
etc.
102 — "200" Series Ball Bearings 103— "300" Series Ball Bearings
104-- "400" Series Ball Bearings
102001 —SKF G200 Y /C78
etc.
102011 —ND 3201
etc.

The classification was essential for the preparation of a stores catalogue
of authorized stock items for the guidance of all concerned. By providing
the using departments with a stores catalogue, we could avoid screening all
purchase requisitions through the stores department, in order to determine those
for stock items. The catalogue lists the items in code number sequence under
each classification, showing standard name or description and other useful
data, such as: minimum quantity, order quantity, unit measure, approximate
price and bin location code. In the issuance of a catalogue, there is, of course,
the problem of maintaining it. For this purpose and also for the listing of
periodic inventories and check lists, we prepared a master deck of punched
cards which could be readily revised and re -run as necessary. The punched
cards contain the above information for each item and the numeric code
facilitates sorting them into proper sequence.
Another primary purpose of the classification coding was to provide quick
and positive identification in the issuing and re- ordering of supplies and in
the filing of records. In the past, we had found that dependence on description
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alone often resulted in error or loss of time in identification. This was particularly true of specialized items. We now require both code number and
brief name on the stores requisition. On the purchase order, the full description
is necessary for the vendor's information. However, the classification code
and bin location are also shown for internal use on the receiving report copies.
The proper classification code for each item is readily available from the
catalogue, bin label, or stores records.
The process of classification also aided in the elimination of duplicate or
similar items from different suppliers.
The Methods of Control Adopted
Recognizing the wide variation in value and activity among supply items,
we decided that the method of control and accounting should differ for major
and minor items, to exercise the degree of control necessary and avoid unjustified expense. Accordingly, we divided supply items into three classes, mainly
on the basis of value and activity but also considering such factors as availability, desirability for personal use, and difficulty of measurement in issuing.
For simplicity in the storeroom we tried, as much as possible, to put all
items of the same general type of use classification into the same control
classification, without strict regard to unit value. In some cases (for example,
electrical supplies), the variation in value or in character of usage is so great
that we divided the items between two classes. The classes are as follows:
Class I Controlled inventory items — Relatively
expensive items, spare parts and other
special items not widely used. (Comprising 68 per cent of all items and 85
per cent of total value)
Class II Semi - controlled expensed items —
Medium value standard items fairly
commonly used, requisitioned or, in
some cases, charged to using depart-

ment when purchased. (Comprising 12
per cent of all items and 8 per cen+ of
total value)
Class III Prorated expensed items —Low cost
standard items, widely used, and up to
medium value bulk measure items. Withdrawn on a self service basis without
requisition. (Comprising 20 per cent of
all items and 7 per cent of total value)

A brief explanation of the general method adopted for controlling each of
these classes is in order. First, however, one or two comments applying to all
may be made. Only authorized stock items and quantities designated in the
stores catalogue may be ordered by the stores department. Any additional
item or change in the minimum quantity to be stocked must be authorized by
the maintenance superintendent. A written stock authorization request is submitted for this purpose. Non -stock items must be specially ordered by the
department concerned and are charged to the appropriate departmental expense
account or major work order when received. Such items may be held temporJA N UA R Y, 19 5 7
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arily in stores until needed but are kept physically segregated from regular
stock and are tagged for the job. Supplies are re- ordered where the quantity
on hand reaches an established minimum point, determined by usage and
availability of the item. In general, the order quantity was set to cover three
months' usage. Active items, particularly if expensed, may be limited to a
month's supply or to the bin capacity. Inactive items may justify ordering a
year's requirement or more.
Class I items justified adoption of the conventional method of inventory
control, we felt, because of their relatively high value and low activity. They
are carried in inventory accounts and are stored in a locked section of the
storeroom. They are issued by a stores attendant against approved stores requisitions. A Permanent Purchase Requisition (Exhibit 2) is used in re- ordering
these supplies through the purchasing department. A visible index perpetual
inventory record is maintained for each item as the basis for re- ordering, as
well as for stock reference and inventory accounting. The accompanying Stores
Record (Exhibit 3) illustrates the type of form and the information shown.
We considered using, in place of the perpetual inventory records, a monthly
or weekly stock status tabulation prepared from punched cards, showing for
each item receipts, issues, balance on hand, and minimum quantity. The tabulation would be used mainly to signal periodically the items in need of re- order.
However, we decided that, in view of the low activity of Class I supplies, possible savings in clerical work would not be sufficient to make this method attrac-
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STORES RECORD

Class
Order Qty
Ac c ount
Un it
Price
En t ri e s M ad e :
Wh en
Ordered
Wh en
Rec eived
Fr o m
In voi c e
X
When
Issued

Code No.
Location
Description �

Vendor
Specification
V e n d o r
S p e c if i c a t io n
Ordered

Date

Qt y .
X

X

P . O . No.
x

X

x

X

—

Mini m um
C rit ical
Reference

De p t . Or W o .
X

Received

Issued

Qty,
X

Balance

X

Qt y,
X

'

X

EXHIBIT 3

tive. There would be lack of day -to -day knowledge of stock on hand, lack of
a prompt re -order signal. Moreover, it would be awkward to determine inventory adjustments as of the date of a physical check. We also considered combining the perpetual inventory record and the traveling purchase requisition
into one record, because of their close relationship and to require only one set
of entries when re- ordering. We decided in this case that the limited saving
in postings would not offset the disadvantage incurred by the absence of the
one and only record from file when re- ordering.
A single inventory account is maintained on the books for all Class I supplies. For control purposes, a supplemental breakdown by main type of classification is provided in the form of a tabulating run with a copy for maintenance
supervision. Receipts are determined from the regular vouchers payable distribution which is tabulated from punched cards. Issues and inventory adjustments are likewise tabulated from punched cards prepared from the stores
requisitions. A tabulation of issues according to departmental expense account
or work order furnishes the distribution of charges. An information copy of
this distribution in detail is sent to plant supervision. Then a summary tabulation of receipts, issues and inventory adjustments, combined with the previous
month's balance cards according to type classifications, is prepared to provide
the supplemental breakdown of the inventory mentioned above.
The information punched for each item shown on the stores requisitions
includes date, departmental expense account or work order number, classification code, quantity and extended amount. Cards are also prepared for any
inventory adjustments shown on the requisitions. The inventory adjustments
J A N U A R Y , 1957
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are determined by having the quantity remaining in the bin shown on the
requisition at each issue. This enables the stores clerk to correct the stores record balance, if necessary, and note the adjustment on the requisition. Only
items showing no recent movement need later be physically checked preparatory
to reconciling the detail stores records with the general ledger control near the
end of the year. For the reconciliation, the current balance and price from each
stores record is punched into a set of tabulating cards prepared from a master
deck. After extension the complete inventory is tabulated in classified form.
Class II and Class III expensed items, because of their lesser value and
higher activity, seemed to call for simplified and less exact methods of control
and accounting. By eliminating these items from inventory, we dispensed with
the perpetual inventory record as the basis for re- ordering. Although we do
maintain the fixed heading information relating to them and record of purchases on the stores record for reference, no postings are made for receipts
and issues. A standing price, as furnished by the purchasing department, is
also shown. The re -order signal is provided by a periodic visual bin check of
the quantity on hand. Bins are labeled showing classification code, description
and minimum quantity. It is not necessary to actually count the quantity in the
bin when checking but only to judge approximately whether or not the minimum quantity has been reached. This method, we believe, entails less work
than that of segregating a tagged minimum quantity in the bin in order to
signal the need for re- order.
A stores requisition like that for Class I items, but without supervisory approval or the noting of quantity left in the bin, is required for issuance of
Class II supplies by a stores attendant. Class III low cost supplies are available
without any requisition and on a self - service basis. Herein lies the main difference in the treatment of these two classes.
Purchases of all expensed supplies are, of course, distributed monthly, either
to the departmental expense accounts or to major work orders. Items used by
only one department are charged directly to that department as purchased, such
as maintenance shop tools, janitor supplies, and most special printed forms.
Purchases of items used by more than one department are collected in total in
clearing accounts. To facilitate control, purchases are broken down according
to classification. Distribution of the clearing accounts is made, first, according
to stores requisitions covering Class II items. Incidentally, the stores clerk notes
the clearing account number on the requisitions from the stores record when
pricing, so that they may be properly applied. The remaining balance in each
account (made up of Class III items and any difference between receipts and
issues of Class II items) is then prorated as follows:
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I. Repair and construction supplies —to
plant operating departments and major
work orders in proporti on t o t he am ount
requisitioned for controlled supplies of
this type.
2. General operating supplies —to plant
operating departments in proportion to
the number of their hourly employees.

3. Stationery and office supplies —to service departments in proportion to the
number of their clerical employees. (From
a study of past requisitioning, we found
that quite a good correlation exists between the amount of such supplies used
and these bases of distribution.)

We take the view that the ordering of standard supplies from local vendors
constitutes a repetitive routine procedure which can well be streamlined. This
applies particularly to our Class II and Class III expense items. Instead of
issuing a regular formal purchase order in each instance, the purchasing department places standing blanket orders with selected local vendors. These orders
cover our over -all requirements for a general type of supply, such as pipe fittings for a year. Specific informal releases against these orders are given directly
to the vendor by the stores department to meet current needs. Responsibility
for the selection of vendors and establishment of prices and terms is retained
by the purchasing agent. It is expected that the vendor will extend the "best''
price for the items covered, on the basis of the over -all business involved rather
than on the basis of specific releases for shipment at one time.
With this provision in effect, it becomes economical to limit purchases to a
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month's supply. The vendor is requested to submit a monthly or semimonthly
invoice covering all shipments for the period. Invoices are processed for payment by the purchasing department in the usual manner. A Stores Purchase
Release (Exhibit 4) was devised for the purpose. It will be noted that the
release form is prewriffen, designating the vendor and listing all stock items
covered by the standing order, so that items to be ordered need only to be
checked. No traveling purchase requisition is necessary. However, the ordering
of each item is entered on the stores record.
The streamlined procedure here described applies only to routine local purchases of standard supplies. It does not apply to purchases of special supplies
or equipment items. As a result of this procedure, we are able to eliminate
the cost of preparing and processing a substantial number of formal purchase
requisitions, purchase orders, and receiving reports and, at the same time, maintain stock at a minimum. Likewise, the number of accounts payable vouchers
and checks are greatly reduced. Moreover, the purchasing agent is afforded
more time to concentrate on more important purchases.
Indications of Success
As pointed out at the beginning of this paper the need in our company was
for better physical and accounting control of supplies. It was realized that some
increase in the cost of operating the storeroom might be necessary in order to
effect this control and eliminate hidden losses resulting from an inadequate
stores system. As a matter of fact, we did have to add an additional stores
attendant, so that we now have a storeroom staff consisting of the storekeeper,
one stores clerk, and two stores attendants. Accompanying the improvement
of the system, there has been some increase in the volume of stores activity,
including provision for carrying at least an additional thousand spare part items.
Under the plan adopted, we are able to issue a total of $22,000 of supplies
monthly with the use of only 800 stores requisitions. The total value of supplies issued is made up of 50 per cent Class I items, 20 per cent of Class II
and 30 per cent Class III. Although it is too early at this writing to properly
evaluate the success of the plan adopted, we believe that we are achieving our
goal of adequate control and accounting for supplies, at an economical cost.
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Managing Management Accounting
by ROBERT W. HOLMES
Staff Assistant to the Treasurer and Comptroller, Raytheon Manufacturing Co., Waltham, Mass.

A picture of a full - fledged accounting organization i t drawn in this
article, in which financial analysts, systems work, costing, general
accounting, office and office equipment management, and other funr
Lions are suitably assigned and integrated into an operating whole
under the controller. Particulars of staff unit duties are suggested.
The generalist - specialist relationship is traced through the various
portions of the accounting function as a whole.

three decades, much progress has been achieved in the techniques of coordination. This has made any management "generalist ", including the accounting "generalist ", a key individual in the business. There
is increasing complexity in today's accounting problems, and the generalist must
mobilize the most adequate specialized technicians to cope with any situation
as it arises. Thus, no enlightened and effective accounting manager, from accounting section head up to controller, is a one -man operator. He is the coach
of a team. Such a manager believes that the most valuable assets of a business
are its human assets. To be really affective he must secure the participation and
cooperation of his staff for the best interest of his company. He must realize
that, while he may have a better overall knowledge of the organization's activities—it is part of his job — others in his group know more about its individual
functions than he does. He must know better than to risk out- experting the
specialists, yet he must be able to integrate their viewpoints and activities. He
must develop the faculty of delegation so that the specialist, not he, will be performing the detail of the work. Once a manager, accounting or otherwise,
makes the mistake of moving into a specialized job, he ends up doing it himself!
Heading up the entire accounting organization is the master generalist, the
controller. It is not the intent of this paper to discuss the many personality traits
which go to make a top flight controller. A coverage of such traits as compatibility, objectivity, drive, and leadership for his high administrative level is a
complete subject within itself. However, there are certain administrative facets
of his task, which should receive mention here. Substantial experience in both
cost and general accounting are definite requisites. A much more effective job
is usually performed if the controller has done financial analysis work and has
acquired a good working knowledge of systems and procedures. His is the
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job of administration, training, staffing, coordination of the group and its service to his management. If his time is spent in handling details, it takes a heavy
toll of his attention, which should be directed toward more important administrative matters.
To the extent that the controller draws himself away from the strictly technical and detailed activities of the business to assume a role of management and
coordination, he can devote his energies toward building an effective operating
organization. Such an organization should be designed to cover all the interlocking services normally furnished under the present -day concept of accounting
services. In a medium -sized company or in an operating division of a larger
company engaged in manufacturing, the organization would be somewhat as set
forth in Exhibit 1. The remainder of this paper is a discussion of the need
for each service, functions to be performed, broad qualification requirements
of personnel, and comments on methods of operation.
The Financial Analysis and Systems Functions
As a completely separate responsibility, financial analysis is a relatively new
creation. Various types of special cost analyses have long been a matter of
course with many cost accountants, industrial engineers and others. However,
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the establishment of a separate responsibility for study of investment alternatives
and appraisal of results, and the specialization which goes with it, promotes
continual investigation leading to profit increases far beyond the analysis expense involved. Personnel assigned to this work must have had some experience in cost and general accounting. Experience in some other company is
very desirable. They must be imaginative, analytical and effective communicators.
They must be capable of considering all the ramifications of any subject selected
for analysis. The presentation of their work to management for decision -making must be such that facts are portrayed simply, accurately and effectively.
Typical subjects covered by such a group are:
I. Economic evaluation of proposed alter-

5. Make, buy, or rent determinations.

natives for capital expenditures and postaudit of results of capital expenditures.
2. Studies to determine financial effect of
combining operations of two or more
locations info one location.
3. Studies to determine optimum inventory
sizes, length of production runs, machine
speeds, and machine loading.
4. Determination of effect of product mix
on profitability.

6. Expansion or contraction of sales and
product lines; expansion or contraction
of sales areas.
7, Establishment of cost reduction programs, and assessment of their extent
and results.
g, Investigation of tax and insurance expense.

In addition to the above specific duties, the financial analysis group should
be available for any special assignments or studies which management may require. Typical would be studies of the adequacy of insurance coverage, compensation policies, and organizational structure.
Specialization in the systems area, over a period of time, will return its expenditures many times over. Persons engaged in systems work should be well -experienced in company methods in order to be capable of properly considering
all affected functions involved in a new system before it is inaugurated. Several
years' experience in cost accounting, general accounting, and order and billing
in the company are extremely helpful. Personal qualifications should include
energy, imagination, creativeness and the ability to effectively and rapidly cut
through organizational lines with procedure changes. In general, activities include the analysis of existing procedures (other than production and technical
procedures), evaluation and installation of revised procedures, and the maintenance of a procedure manual. Typical of this group would be:
I. Examination and formalization of all existing systems and methods involving
paperwork.
2. Forms control, including redesign of old
forms and design and creation of all
new forms.
3. Keeping up -to -date on improvements
made by office machine suppliers in
JA NU AR Y, 1 95 7

data processing equipment, including
electronic computers and integrated data
processing systems.
4. Determining feasibility of installing new
equipment in the organization.
S. Installing any new data - handling systems
for cost reduction or improved reporting.
6. Maintenance of the chart of accounts.
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Assistant Controllers and the "Operating" Accounting Staff
In a fair -sized or large company, an assistant controller is appropriately responsible for the accounting function at each major plant, operation or location
which can be clearly segregated. He must possess the qualities of an effective
administrator and be able to work harmoniously with heads of other functions
at the location. Again, he must be something of a generalist and a coordinator
and reflects most qualifications desirable in a controller. It is ordinarily desirable to promote to this position from chief cost accountant or chief general
accountant of one of the operating locations of the company. Assistant controllers are in a position to request service from either the financial analyst or from
the manager of systems and procedures. Feasibility studies of system changes
and the actual changes are the result of joint action. In general, each assistant
controller utilizes an organization consisting of cost, general accounting, punched
card, order and billing, office management and auditing units.
The chief cost accountant is a generalist of cost accounting specifically. Specialists under his supervsion cover such phases of cost as relate, for example, to
Products A, B and C, or Plants 1, 2, or 3. Experience has shown that it is more
desirable that the specialization be related to products or plants than to overall
activities, such as price quotations, budgets, etc. Normally, a cost department
is composed of accountants or engineers who can collaborate with the factory
personnel in reducing costs, controlling inventories and assuring accuracy of
source accounting records. Woman clerks normally can be employed to assist
the accountants, providing greater proficiency with posting and calculating devices, filing and record keeping, and the advantage (on the whole) of a lower
salary range. It is of extreme importance that the cost accountants work closely
with factory personnel, becoming intimately familiar with plant operating
problems and equipment. The cost man who pounds his calculator eight hours
a day has gone out with the days of high -button shoes. The activities of the
cost accounting group include:
I. Computing standard or actual costs of
products or services.
2. Determining job costs of products, con strucfion and tooling projects and research projects,
3. Applying such costs to production and
inventories.
4. Making reports on defective work, labor

efficiencies and any high -cost situations
requiring corrective action.
5. Assisting in the preparation of operating
and financial budgets.
6. Computing costs for price quotations on
new items.
7. Releasing operating statements showing
actual costs as compared to budgets.

The general accounting !unction covers the issuance of all financial and income statements, including consolidations where necessary, and the responsibility
for accounts payable, accounts receivable, taxes, property accounting, and cash
660
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flow. In addition to the pure bookkeeping functions, the responsibilities of general accounting include the following:
1. Familiarity with tax laws and their application and alertness for any fax advantages.
2. Handling of payables to receive maximum cash discount.
3. Aging of receivables to assure maximum
availability of cash.

4. Determination of whether new acquisi-

tions should be treated as capital or
expense.
5. Periodic review of reserves and accruals
on books.

With the availability of punched card equipment which can handle data on
a mass basis from source records —not to mention still more advanced electronic
equipment which extends this ability —many functions handled separately using
prior methods can now be integrated into one punched card function. In this
can be included payroll, cost ledgers, sales statistics and many other functions.
In general, the activities of the punched card accounting department would include:
I. Preparing all payrolls except for executives on confidential roll.
2. Developing cost distribution and cost
and general ledgers.
3. Records and transactions of payables,
receivables, and property.

4. Developing sales statistics and other
statistical records.
5. Developing production and inventory
control records.
6. Assembly of job order and special project costs and commitments against same.

A separate punched card installation lends itself well to large volume billing
operations. With its use or the use of the more specialized billing equipment,
specific functions would include:
I. Reviewing customers' orders as received
and entering them on warehouse or
factory records.
2. Following orders for shipment.
3. After shipment, checking for such pertinent data as price, discounts, terms,

transportation allowed and tax to be
applied.
4. Preparing and forwarding invoice, then
releasing data for desired sales statistics.
S. Contacting customer, where necessary,
regarding orders or deliveries.

Although not part of a normal accounting operation, the office manager frequently is under the administration of the controller, a not inappropriate arrangement, considering the relationship of office management to general control.
His activities include:
I. Screening, testing, hiring and placing
office clerical personnel.
2. Coordinating such services as communications, mail, typing pool, duplication

work, receptionists, office space, office
janitors.
3. Purchasing and assigning all office machines and equipment.

Promotional Policy: Controller's Responsibility for Organization
In the process of building or maintaining any organization, all too often we
find ourselves taking the unimpeded course of arbitrarily promoting or selecting
JA NU A RY , 1 95 7
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a person "in line for the job" or "because of his length of service and familiarity with our methods." Even though this practice may be desirable for general
office morale, it can become a serious deterrent to a strong organization. In addition, in making promotional selections of specialists for the organization, care
must be taken not to allow pure specialization to outweigh the combination of
specialization and judgment. In general, wisdom, which is the capacity to judge
soundly and deal broadly with facts, certainly is a more desirable characteristic
than pure knowledge, which is acquaintance with and a clear perception of facts.
Likewise, many times, a greater breadth of knowledge can be conducive to making a better specialist.
The responsibility for molding such an organization as has been described
here must be assumed by the controller, assisted by his staff. Management above
the controller level normally is not sufficiently informed to envision the benefits of such a rounded -out accounting staff. The organization as outlined will
not, of course, be compatible with small business nor will it completely fit business in general. It assumes that the accounting responsibility is autonomous
within itself, not taking accounting service from another responsibility. It does
endeavor to encompass all activities within the controller's realin, which can
maximize company profits on both a short -term and a long -term basis. If this
presentation stimulates accounting executives to a review of their existing organizations, with a view toward change and improvement, it has well served its
purpose.
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Better Procedures — Still a Frontier
by EDWARD C. ZAJAC
Assistant to the Controller, Mountain Fuel Supply Co., Salt Lake City, Utah

Opening on the note that procedure work within the accounting field
merits attention, the author of this article reviews the elements of
procedure improvement project processing and points up its relationship to securing better results from the use of accounting manpower,
the physical materials accountants employ, and the equipment now
available to them.

in a satisfactory and efficient mariner can be
A a vibrant, wanted, functioning
necessary, and important cog in the organizational setup,
PROCEDURE UNIT

whereas, if it is inefficiently handled or merely tolerated because it appears on
the organizational chart, it can be a cause of irritation, frustration, and can
prove to be a very costly function. One of the main reasons for the latter is
the frequent absence of backing and /or direction from a top management,
which gives far too much attention to, and is engrossed in, the myriad of detail
and routine or reports turned out daily by the line organization. This no -timefor- improved- systems approach is holding back the eventual modernization of
the financial field (clerical and report function) of today's business organization.
A Five -Fold Approach
Take a look at today's typical business— modern machinery, streamlined,
stepped -up assembly lines, hydraulic or electronic presses and equipment, etc.
The most outmoded and antiquated element in the whole setup is usually the
acres and acres of clerical personnel engaged in the handling and rehandling
of paper work. A realistic practical approach must and can be given toward
streamlining and making more efficient the accounting function of today's big
business. Just what is procedure work in the accounting field? It is the installation of improved, streamlined, and simplified methods or systems, developed
after careful survey and exhaustive analysis, and sold to management to provide better accounting and financial service, faster, and at lower clerical cost.
It calls for a definite application of the procedure approach. I contend that the
practical approach consists of five important elements, discussed at some length
in succeeding paragraphs, as follows:
JA N UA R Y, 19 5 7
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I. Survey (collection of facts)
2. Analysis (creative thinking)
3. Development (assembling of improved
procedure)

4. Selling (having procedu-e accepted)
5. Installation
(realization of improved
techniques)

Sometimes management erroneously feels that the survey can be accomplished
by scratching the surface or by obtaining an outline of skimpy facts from supervisory personnel. Nothing can be further from the truth, for, in order to establish maximum potential improvement through procedural redesign of a system
or function, the procedure man must have a full understanding of the system
through a detailed collection of facts. After management provides proper clearance and defines the scope of the project, procedure personnel invade the area
of the function being considered and begin to collect the facts through a systematic survey.
A preferred method of conducting this survey is to prepare a skeleton flow
chart of the clerical function, together with the collection and cross- referencing
of all forms. The chart consists basically of vertical lines of flow for each form,
tied together with horizontal lines and other symbols to depict forms relationship to each other and disposition of the forms, respectively. If possible, it is
advisable to observe the operations while being performed. It will prove very
beneficial if the following pertinent facts are recorded adjacent to the related
operation on the flow chart:
I. The employee or occupation performing
the operation.
2. The time it takes to perform the operation.

3. The frequency of the operation.
4. The volume of forms involved.

When collecting the facts, it is recommended that a broad general outline of
the functions be obtained from a supervisor prior to interviewing the clerical
personnel who perform the operations first -hand. However, although a departmental or front line supervisor knows basically what is being accomplished,
how it is accomplished, and approximately how long it takes, he is sometimes
unaware of the following:
I. Duplication of effort.
2. Inefficiency due to poor work flow.
3. Needless rework because of badly placed
or inadequate controls.
4. Lost time due to job specialization or
lack of proper functionalizafion.

5. Real situations clouded by exceptions.
6. How work relates to prio, and succeeding departments.
7. Work performances of jobs and /or personnel.

These and other problems can be revealed only after a thorough survey which
results in the collection of the real facts. Then procedure effort can be expended
to eliminate or improve situations through new systems, reloaded jobs, uses of
mechanized equipment, changed work flow, etc.
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After the facts have been collected, i.e., an outline of the present system in
flow chart form and samples of all forms, with notations as to time factors,
volumes, and employees performing the work, the next step for the procedure
personnel is to recede into quiet quarters where a review and analysis of the
survey papers can be performed. The approach should be to determine desired
goals and then to proceed with ways or means to obtain them in improved
methods, greater speed, reduced clerical effort, etc. Ideas for improvements
need not be shunned because they are old nor avoided because they have not
been tried before. Sometimes a combination of some used technique given a
"new twist" can bring about beneficial results in procedural development.
Efficient clerical techniques are fruits which can and should be enjoyed by all
employers of clerical effort. Although each survey will concern a particular
situation which presents its own sphere of savings possibilities, certain points
to observe are usual in such an endeavor and are offered below:
I. Accept nothing for granted, even though
the particular operation or report has
been performed for "umpteen" years.
Maybe it can be eliminated or even
improved.
2. Look for poor flow of work from one
desk to other desks, constant or unnecessary backtracking.
3. Watch for duplicate efforts or forms
within departments or between operations or even plants.
4. Seek ways in which efficiencies can be

interjected by doing things by exception
instead of as a rule.
5. See if manual effort can be reduced and
results hastened by giving consideration
to possible employment of mechanization.
b. Determine whether service can be improved, or /and costs reduced, by better
designed forms, or filing improvements.
7. Consider more efficient results through
reloading of job descriptions, reassign ment of personnel to existing duties, or
realignment of operations along functional lines.

The analytical phase of the procedure function is the point at which creative ability and deep thinking must be brought into play. Discussion and
thought expended on the knotty portion of a prospective procedure usually
wears down the rough spots into desirable refinements, resulting in development of good acceptable techniques. In summary, the analytical phase should
be directed to work elimination, work simplification, and efficient personnel
utilization.
After the facts have been collected and sufficiently analyzed, it is time to put
together the overall procedure (of the scope under consideration) into a comprehensive, well -knit system, together with exhibits of appropriately designed
forms and detailed related job descriptions or instructions. This should result
in a chronologically presented story of a desirable and workable system, containing proper and necessary controls which will assure efficient operation of
the function under consideration at economical clerical cost. Forms, flow charts
or schematic diagrams can be interjected to give clarity and added meaning to
a procedure. Description of tabulating operations can be simplified by suppleJA N UA R Y, 19 5 7
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menting the written procedure with standard type of tabulating flow charts and
machine load -time standards. All charts, exhibits, schematic diagrams, etc.,
should be adequately referenced to give ready understanding to the reader. As
a test of the adequacy of the developed procedure, the designer should check
to see that it:
I. Has purpose and embodies a basic gen
eral plan.
2. Is sound for purposes of application.
3. Adequately fits a need.

4. Is'simple and easily understood.
5. Is worth the cost in results achieved or
in desirable savings.

Now comes the most important function of selling the newly designed procedure to top management. It takes a person possessing the qualities of good
oral expression and written expression to offset the arguments of people expertly trained in present practices, however inefficient they may be, to tip the
scales in favor of a new method. Remember, also, that, although a procedure
should be simple rather than elaborate, it is helpful to present it in an interesting and appealing manner. The "pink ribbon' approach has proven a major
selling point in the presentation of recommended procedures. A. letter of recommendation for the procedure should itemize the advantages which will be
forthcoming through its installation. This letter should illustrate improved
time schedules, outline better accounting reports, statistics, and analytical data,
and should detail savings in clerical labor, forms, supplies and equipment.
Demonstration of key functions along present and proposed methods can
prove very convincing if presented in a concise and business -like manner. Some
managements are lukewarm and even turn down a newly - presented procedure
because of the effort involved in making a change or because of the inconvenience to be experienced during the changeover. Yet, when you modernize your
residence or business site you expect such inconveniences as torn -down walls
and tarpaulins laid on the floors. If the fruits to be gained are sizable, then
the incidental inconvenience must be regarded as worthwhile, whether it be in
manufacturing operations or clerical routines.
Finally, the expression of confidence in the newly - designed system by the
procedural staff is essential in convincing top management in "buying" the new
procedure. An alert experienced procedure man must and does believe in the
soundness and benefits inherent in a procedure which he presents, for he is
aware that management expects, and rightly so, to enjoy as a result of it, new
horizons in efficiency and savings from changing practices in this highly competitive business world.
It is advisable, during the installation period, to have extra or superfluous
controls to check on routines at various points. These can be discarded as expo666
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rience on the new system is gained and only the required controls retained.
Also, a very definite part of the installation is periodic follow -up of the new
system to audit compliance with established procedure and to gauge predicted
or anticipated performance.
Training a Procedures Man on the Job
Now that the five major elements of the procedure function have been presented and discussed, the question of organizing and developing of procedure
personnel is in order to take up. When a man is assigned to procedures it is
recommended that he be first well grounded in the accumulation of facts under
the direction of a senior procedure analyst, for experience in the basic survey
of functions under study. The techniques of charting operations, assembling and
relating forms, accumulating time factors and work volumes will give him a
fundamental knowledge from which he can progress up the procedural ladder.
Next, he is ready to assist in installations of procedures. To engage in this
function, he must review and study the completed procedure. Here he begins
to see what a procedure is, what it means, and how it is put into operation.
He compares the "technical- looking written direction" with the "practical performance of an operation." Now he is ready to try his hand in writing sections and, ultimately, complete procedures from survey papers and developed
solutions handed down by supervisors or senior procedure men. He is now
grounded in survey, installation, and procedural writing elements of the profession and is ready to analyze, i.e., mix creative development with practical
observed experiences. Here design, layout, and thinking become his stock in
trade. With experience, the new procedure man becomes adept in "sizing up"
and analyzing a situation quickly and in coming up with a useful result, can
direct juniors and, finally (this is highly difficult), can perform the selling
function in convincing line supervision and top management of the need and
wisdom of accepting a new method. He is now ready to serve in directing a
procedure function in a staff capacity.
People, Paperwork and Equipment
The full - fledged procedure man, in the carrying out of his function, is concerned with three factors: i. e., people, paperwork, and office equipment. As to
people, the individual is a very vital factor in procedural work and the characteristic of attitude is most important prior to, during, and following the installation of a major clerical change. Members of top management should give
JA N UA R Y, 19 5 7
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whole - hearted support to each new project, the procedure men must be thoroughly versed in and acquainted with all elements of the procedure, and the
employees performing the new technique should be cooperative and in high
morale. This recipe will assure a successful installation with a minimum of
confusion. Use of psychology, diplomacy, and patience on the part of the procedure man are essential in successfully steering the installation of new practices
through the resistance to change, which is an inherent human quality. For, remember, an inefficient practice which has been routinized can be performed
more expertly and with greater ease than an improved practice until the latter
has become as routine as the former.
Because of this, each employee involved should be given a full explanation
of why the system is being changed and what it will mean to both, the company
and himself in improved service to management, minimization of routinized
tedious work, and possibilities of higher class job opportunity. The larger the
company, the greater the possibility of dovetailing the labor turnover problem
with a vitalized procedural program to reduce the problem of seeking constant
replacements, simultaneously with upgrading present employees. This is because
effective procedures have a tendency to eliminate and /or mechanize routine,
voluminous, low - classified operations. At the same time, improved procedures
usually provide increased responsibilities, improved controls, and often
added analytical functions created because of more current and better reports
and service then available for management purposes. If resistance to a major
change is difficult to overcome because of entrenched long - service personnel,
management may find it beneficial to transfer these employees to other departments or jobs of special assignment. Often these employees can be brought
back into the revamped system after they become convinced that the new method
is workable.
When establishing a new department or revamping an organization, the personnel structure can best be set up when units of work operation are grouped
in job description as to similar evaluation factors. If this is done, the correct
caliber of individual can be hired to fill each established job position. Absence
of this evaluation is expensive. It results in the need for more people and /or
apparent need for a complement of higher calibered personnel.
The improvements which can be accomplished in respect to paperwork are
difficult to comprehend readily. Such basic factors as proper grade of paper and
standard size result in nominal to sizeable savings depending on volume. Much
greater savings potentials are available in connection with the handling and subsequent filing of forms. By far, the greater benefits in the paperwork field result when papers are designed to serve purposes supplemental to that of a re668
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cording medium. Such purposes are establishing control, eliminating other clerical operations, reducing number of forms previously used, etc. Benefits can oftentimes be multiplied by applying peg -board punching, reverse printed duplication
printing, snap -out multiple copies, continuous form assembly, or some other
innovation in the design of the form.
Often paperwork costs are multiplied because forms or work relating to it
are "overdone." An expensive, high rag content may be employed for worksheets, inter -office correspondence paper, or routine reports. Also, too many
documents may be typed, thus increasing clerical effort and decreasing accuracy,
resulting from excessive transcription. It is said that, in relation to clerical
labor, paper is cheap. This is a true statement; however, it often is foolishly
used to condone lavish use of paper. Further, wherever practical, use fewer or
smaller forms in your design, for this benefits the subsequent use and handling
of paper that far overshadows the original paper cost. In the end, the efficient
use of fewer and better forms means improved performance at reduced overall
cost.
Today's office equipment can be a procedural gold mine. The chances are
that, if you show little or no interest in office equipment salesmen or are unimpressed with your experience in mechanized processing, it may be the result
of looking upon these salesmen as order takers instead of as office equipment
service representatives. Office equipment companies invest a great deal of energy and money in the training of their salesmen and contact men in the technical aspects of their equipment. They maintain huge laboratories, research centers, or educational facilities to carry on day -to -day research in new and better
ways to handle clerical operations speedily, reliably, and accurately. Therefore,
it should be evident that office equipment representatives can be a means to
more efficient performance of clerical operations.
Today there are office and business machines to fit a variety of needs. From
the typewriter or adding machine to the electronic brain, there are many machines, each designed to perfrom some operation or function more efficiently.
It is the procedure man's responsibility, after careful study and consideration,
to select the piece of equipment which best fits the particular problem. The
office equipment representative can be a supplement to the company's procedure
function. Together, they can develop an efficient means through which a clerical function can be mechanized to bring about vastly improved results.
There are punch -card mechanical and electronic machines today which process large volumes of relatively routine work at incredible speeds. The electronic machines can be programmed to perform operations involving selection
of data and the making of decisions. With the advent of punched -card installaJA N U AR Y , 1 9 5 7
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tion comes the need for the establishment of codes, for these are the language
of the machines. Master decks can readily be established to reconcile codes to
alphabetical descriptions for use in the printing of final reports. Such company
components as departments, facilities, employees, operations, occupations, accounts, stations, etc. should be intelligently coded to give maximum impact to
each digit and yet to provide adequate flexibility for expansion of the designations.
Although the average piece of office equipment is inexpensive in relation to
its savings potential, it becomes exorbitant in price when it is used without
proper planning and subsequent supervision. It is highly recommended that the
following preparations be intelligently made before receipt of the equipment:
I. Office layout and machine placement
should be planned to suitably provide for
expansion and efficiency of operation.
2. Procedures with related forms and diagrams should be prepared and currently
maintained as a source of job instruction.
3. Machine time standards should be developed for each operation performed,
so that degree of mechanized effort can
be adequately measured.

4. An overall recapitulation of jobs performed and related machine time standards should be developed to reveal
mechanization workload and machine!
utilization.
S. Method for obtaining of periodic machine performances shou'd be developed
so that efficiency of machine usage is
currently known.

A Field In Which to Go Modern
Accountants can (and must) be every bit as progressive and modern in day to -day operations as engineers, scientists, and production technicians. In the
field of procedures this means to streamline, simplify, mechanize to bring
about more valuable results, faster, at reduced cost. Remember our tools are
people, paper work, and office machines. Our blueprint is clear, After establishing the scope, securing proper clearances, and enjoying the wholehearted
support of management we:
I. Collect the facts through a systematic
survey.
2. Analyze and study the facts using powers of creative thinking and benefits of
past experiences.
3. Develop an overall workable procedure
together with charts, exhibits and forms
embodying efficient clerical routines with
emphasis on streamlining, simplification
and mechanization.
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4. Sell top management on the benefits
which will accrue and the advantages
to be gained as a result of moderniza•
tion.
5. Install the new system or procedure with
zest and a cooperative spirit with reference to all personnel concerned, and
provide adequate follcwup to assure
realization of desired results.
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A Cost System for a Synthetic Fiber Plant
by FRANK J. McLAUGHLIN, JR.
Acrilan Plant Accountant, The Chemstrond Corporation, Decatur, Alabama
A sketch of accounting methods in a company which utilizes both
batch and continuous process costs is provided by this article which
identifies the duties of the various sections of the plant accounting
department, treats the significant area of inventory reporting and
control and then proceeds to condensed systems description under the
heads of cost analysis and cost synthesis.

written about the cost accounting problems which
VVexist in chemical industries.
The scarcity of information dealing with this
ER Y LI T T L E H A S B E E N

phase of accounting has prompted the writing of this paper, with the hope
that some accountants will benefit from our experiences and that some contribution may be made to the literature concerning this area of industrial accounting. This paper describes the cost system used by a chemical plant which produces a single product, an acrylic fiber. Presented are three major cost considerations: a description of inventory procedures employed for cost reporting and
inventory control, a summarization of the various types of charges (cost analysis), and a review of the methods used for preparation and presentation of
monthly cost reports for each operating center (cost synthesis).
Organization of Plant Accounting
First, however, there needs to be given a brief sketch of the plant accounting organization itself. The sections of the plant accounting department are
organized on the functional basis as follows:
I. Cost Accounting
2. Payroll

3. Property and maintenance
4. Order and invoice

Each plant accounting section is under the direction of an accounting supervisor who, in turn, has accountants responsible to him for the various phases of
the section's work. The plant accountant is a member of the plant management
staff and, as a result, the accounting group is integrated with and is accepted as
part of the production team. In order to present the overall aspect of plant
accounting work, the duties by sections are enumerated below:
Cost Section
I. Develop and maintain standard product
costs.
2. Prepare monthly cost and variance reports for production, utilities, services,
J A N U A R Y , 1957

and shops showing comparisons of actual costs with standard and allowed
amounts.
3. Prescribe the time and methods of takiny
physical inventories of raw materials and
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4.
5.

6.

7.
8.
9.

I.
2.
3.
4.

S.
6.

in- process materials. Verify the counts
and calculations of inventories as taken
by operating personnel.
Determine total values of inventories and
adjust variances between book and physical.
Maintain daily totals on output of each
production process together with current data on yields and losses. Prepare
daily consolidated production report for
management.
Prepare monthly analysis in detail of the
cost variances occurring in each production cost center. Review the analysis with
the respective supervisors, and make
recommendations for improved cost control.
Aid in preparation of cost analysis for
evaluation studies of new processes.
Maintain inventory records of operating
supplies, including pricing and distribution of stores requisitions.
Verify the counts and calculations of inventories of stores supplies and adjust
variances between book and physical
values.
Payroll
Register all changes in payroll status received from personnel.
Prepare clock cards and other time records necessary for payroll processing.
Prepare payroll and pay checks.
Maintain records of all deductions, prepare social security tax, unemployment
tax, and witholding tax forms, and make
the necessary payments of deducted
amounts.
Prepare payroll distribution.
Maintain average hourly costs determined
monthly for use by engineering and
personnel.

Property and Maintenance
I. Register all capital and maintenance
projects.

2. Keep maintenance cost and construction in progress records current.
3. Assign property numbers to equipment
according to prescribe3 classification.
4. Maintain records for each piece of
property, showing description, location,
vendor, cost, latest transfer, etc.
S. Prepare depreciation schedules by cost
centers.
6. Prepare weekly report showing expenditures to date for each capital and
maintenance work order.
7. Prepare monthly maintenance cost and
construction in progress report.
8. Prepare cost evaluation analysis cover
ing each capital project planned for
production to evaluate economic feasibility of the project under consideration.
9. Prepare monthly closeout of completed
capital jobs together with comparison
of actual costs with esf'mates by property class and total job.
10. Aid in preparation of cost analysis
prepared for evaluation studies of new
process.
Order and Invoice
I. Maintain daily totals for orders received,
shipments, production, and inventories
of finished goods. Distribute summarized
information to management daily.
2. Prepare, audit, and distribute invoices
for product sold.
3. Prepare, audit, and distribute credit
invoices for product returned from customers.
4. Aid in preparation of daily analysis of
stock of finished goods by type and
denier with separate identification of
quality grades.
S. Prescribe the time and method of taking
physical inventory of finished goods.
6. Determine total values of finished goods
and adjust variances between book and
and physical inventories as they arise.

Inventory Procedures for Cost Reporting and Control
Correct inventory reporting and control are prerequisites for a sound cost
accounting system. This is particularly true of chemical industries where, in
many instances, the major portion of product cost is direct materials. Paradoxically, one of the most difficult inventories to measure and control is a chemical
inventory and in this plant material control is of outstanding importance. The
following paragraphs will substantiate this.
The plant chemical inventories fall into the orthodox classifications called
672
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raw materials, in- process materials, and finished goods. One inventory group,
a part of the in- process materials, is called intermediate products. These intermediates are distinct products which are brought into being by combining raw
materials or other intermediates. Some could be marketed at this stage of processing. In the manufacturing process, they are finally combined to form the
finished product. Some of the inventories mentioned, with the exception of
finished goods, can be in either the liquid or solid state. Those in the liquid
state may be in 1 0 0 per cent concentration or in aqueous solutions. Physically
the inventories are contained in a wide variety of tanks, spherical reactors, cone shaped bins, closed vessels under pressure, and so on.
The plant manufacturing process utilizes both the batch type and the continuous type of operation. Raw materials are used in two manufacturing processes
which convert them to intermediate products. One intermediate, a liquid, is
combined with another, a solid intermediate product, to form a secondary intermediate. Later in the process, the liquid intermediate is physically separated
back into its original form and finally put through a recovery operation to purify
for reuse. The solid intermediate mentioned above, after additional processing,
becomes the finished product.
At the outset, the nature of the chemical inventories themselves was reviewed,
and the decision was made to remove from the raw material classification all
minor chemicals (catalysts, anti -foam agents, finishes, etc.) These were regarded as operating supplies and the responsibility transferred to the storekeeper for inventory reporting. In organizing inventory procedures, the following considerations were kept in mind.
I. Method
2. Responsibility

3. Timing
4. Supervision

5. Auditing

Inventory methods will be dealt with in more detail in subsequent paragraphs
of this section. (Generally speaking, the procedures followed in inventorying
the various materials evolved from the hard school of experience.) Responsibility for taking the inventories was left to production supervision. The problem of timing was overcome by establishing 8:00 a. in. as the plant -wide cut -off
for inventory purposes. Since each operating cost center reports its own inventories and all are measured at essentially the same time, little distortion results
from the continuous chemical flow. A member of the plant accounting staff is
present for inventory measurement to observe the procedures followed and to
verify counts and readings. Finally, the inventory reports are given a complete
audit by accounting before monthly material charges are determined.
Flow charts were prepared for each operating center with the help of production supervision and construction drawings. Every significant point of inventory
JA N U AR Y , 1 9 5 7
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EXHIBIT 1

was drawn in together with the maxiinwn holding capacity and the property
number of each piece of equipment. These flow charts proved to be an excellent means of process familiarization to the extent necessary for good inventory
control. Accountants learned the chronological order of operations and were
given some idea of the processing problems involved.
Inventory report forms were designed and each was tailored for the specific
operating center concerned (Exhibit 1). The flow sheets were used extensively
in the development of the various forms. To simplify and expedite the physical inventory taking, standard quantity figures were calculated for certain items
of operating 'equipment, such as piping, columns, continuous reactors, etc. Space
was provided for input quantities and total output, with the resulting overall
yields included on the report. Property numbers were listed for reference in
the event the flow charts had to be consulted. Space for approving signatures
of both the production supervisor and area accountant were provided.
Initially, the process inventories were measured at each monthly closing. Some
of the results based on these inventories showed very favorable yields, while
others showed high losses. In one instance, results were so out of line that the
methods of measurement and sampling were questioned. A program of inven674
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tory control was then set in motion. One of our inventory problems which
distorted operating results was found to be caused by stratification in storage
of a liquid intermediate product. In addition, difficulty was encountered in determining accurately the percentage of concentration of this aqueous solution
in inventory. Present inventory procedures now require the taking of five samples at different levels, since the contents of these tanks cannot be agitated.
Each of these samples is checked for concentration by refractive index and the
Kjeldahl condensation method. If these are in disagreement, the samples
are then checked by the ultra - violet absorption method. Results are averaged
and inventories based on the average concentrations.
Another inventory problem was caused by a "blind inventory" situation in
which the material in question was stored under positive gas pressure in nine
tremendous cone - shaped bins, each bin capable of holding in excess of 100,000
pounds. A weigh -scale device measured input while a similar scale determined
withdrawals. The yields of one processing center were based on the production
reported by the input scale. These yields figures were extremely erratic and no
processing problems explained the variations. At the same time, gains began
to occur in the bin inventories. It was found that the input scale was not functioning properly. Our present procedure is to check the accuracy of the input
weigh scale each week. Bin gains or losses are added or subtracted, as the
case may be, from the production as reported by the input scale. Yields based
on this adjusted production figure have been in line with expectations.
Even the best inventory procedures for a chemical industry are limited in their
accuracy by such factors as purity of materials, exactness of process control, and
mechanical perfection of measurement, in addition to the normal human errors.
It was quickly realized that a monthly plant -wide inventory of process materials
was not sufficient. It was felt that more frequent inventories would result in
better costing. Another consideration was the fact that, during a whole month,
considerable losses could occur which might go undetected until the inventory
was taken. To correct these conditions, process inventories are now measured
and reported daily. This daily inventory is not as complete as the month -end
inventory but provides a basis, should unfavorable yield trends develop, to take
immediate steps for correction. An example of a Daily Inventory Report is
presented (Exhibit 2).
Cost Analysis
Standard costs are used throughout the plant for all production and utility
output. Raw materials and operating supplies are valued at standard prices. The
JA N U AR Y , 1 9 5 7
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D AI LY
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( S O LV E N T ) I N V E N T O R Y
( d at a in po u nd s )

Hour

RE P ORT

Pe r iod Fn do j nAn n.
Day

M onth t o Date

B e gi n n i n g I n v e n t o r y
New CR Produced
Total
Le s s Los s e s & Trans fe rs :
Process Losses:
Recovery
Sp i n n i n g
D o pe
.
Total Process Losses
T r a n s f e r s : (de t ail e d)
To tal Los s es an d T rans fers
I n v e n t or y t o b e Ac c ou n te d f o r
E n d i n g I n v e n t o r y:
D o p e S t o r a ge
Dop e Pro ce ss
Spinning Process
R e cove ry S t orage
Re co ve ry P ro ce s s
Total E ndi ng Invent ory

_

I nt e rme di at e 2 E xt rude d
S ol ve nt Los s P e r P ound of I nt e rme di at e 2 E xt rude d

App ro ve d:

A p p r o v e d b y:
Production

Acco unt ing

EXHIBIT 2

method employed for handling production variances, purchase variances, and inventory variances is mentioned below. General ledger control accounts have
been set up to accumulate charges by the nature of the activity. These are as
follows:
Producti on
Utilities

Services
Shops and st ores

J o b charges

A classification of primary expenses by type has been devised. Some examples are the following:
Personnel costs
Wage s
Salaries

676

Out s i de services

Commissions (e xport )
Fabric de ve l o pme nt and te sti ng
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Security

Accounting
Legal
Medical
Labor relations
Repair and maintenance contracts
Transportation and storage

Travel and personal
Travel and moving
Interview expense
Personnel advertising
Meetings and conferences
Clothing and laundry
Education and welfare

Supplies and incidentals
Bobbins and beams
Packages
Chemicals and fuels
Purchased utilities
Repair parts (jobs)
Repair parts (Mist.)
Operator accessories

Office and records
Communication service
Stationery and printing
Postage and express
Books and periodicals
Office supplies
Memberships

Occupancy
Rent
Insurance
Taxes
Depreciation
Dismantlement losses
Property displacement

Cost centers have been set up for each plant operating activity. These are
arranged with a separate series devoted to production, another to utilities, and
so on. Below are examples:
Intermediate I Mfg.
Intermediate 2 Mfg.
Steam generation

Electric distribution
Chemical laboratory
Process development

Mechanic shops
Store room

All primary expenses are codified by activity, expense type, and cost center
as outlined above. These charges include labor, fuel and purchased utilities,
supplies and incidentals, insurance, taxes, and depreciation.
Cost Synthesis
The various charges to production are accumulated on factory expense work
sheets, one sheet to each activity, with a column provided for each cost center.
The expense by type of classification is printed on the left -hand margin of each
sheet. After the posting of all primary expenses, the totals on the sheets are
balanced against the totals in the general ledger. After balancing, cost closing
begins. All "cross - closings" have been eliminated to simplify the procedure.
Job charges are closed first, with distribution made to other activities at the
actual cost. Shops and stores are distributed next on a budgeted basis, with variances between actual and budgeted costs carried to the production variances
account. Utilities are distributed after shops and stores. The quantities of the
various utilities produced and delivered are valued at standard, with variances
carried to the production variances account. Services are distributed next on a
budgeted basis, with variances between actual and budgeted costs being handled
JA N UA R Y, 19 5 7
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REPORT
C e n t e r No .
Nam e
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M a t e r i a l s ( d e t a il e d )
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$
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Tra ve l & P e rs o n a l
Office
Records
Ou t s i d e S er v ic e s
S u p p lies
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(

10010
%a
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(P lan n ed
(Act u al

$
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_

$
$

$

$

_
$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$
$
$

Sub-tota l
Main t en a n ce
Charges
To t a l V a r i a b le
Am o u n t
Fix ed C h arges
P r o d u ct io n Ut i l it ie s
G e n e r a l Ut i li t i e s
P r o d u c t io n S e r v ic e s
Services
Sho ps & S t o r e s
I n s u r a n c e & Ta x e s
De p r ec i at io n

$

$

$

Sub -total
Measu rab le Services

$
$
$

$

$
$

$
$

Sub -total
To t a l A l l C o s t s
Al lo we d Ba s i s
All o we d o ver S t an d ard
St a n d a r d Ba s is

$

$
$
$

$

_

$

$

_

_

_

General

_

Su b -to tal
M e a s u r a b l e U t i l i t i e s ( d e t a il e d )

$

$

$

$

$

$ _

_

$

$

$

$

$

_

_

&

$

§
$
_

$

_

_

$

Un it C o s t
St d. Ac t .

AND

_

Outp ut:
Un it

COST

$

P R O D UC TIO N

EXHIBIT 3

as indicated above. The final closing is the charge of actual production costs to
work in process. This may present a confusing picture but the closing is really
speeded up by this technique. Costs for services and shops and stores can be
made in advance of closing. In addition, the production cost centers get all
apportioned charges at budget or standard and are not made to bear excess costs
occuring in another plant operating activity.
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After the charges for factory expenses are made to each cost center's work in
process account, the costs for materials consumed are entered. Credit is then
given for the quantity of material produced at standard, with variances going
to the production variances account. All ending work in process inventories are
valued at the standard cost of input materials. All raw materials and supplies
purchased are placed in inventory at standard. Subsequent charges to be the
processing centers for these items are not distorted by purchase price variances.
When significant price changes occur, the standards are revised. All price variances are carried to the purchase variances account. Unusual inventory losses
which are not related to a specific process are charged to the inventory variances
account.
Monthly reports are prepared for each cost center and presented on a Production Cost and Variance Report (Exhibit 3). Comparison of actual costs is made
with allowed costs. Since our production cost standards are based on capacity,
the comparison of actual costs incurred for levels of operations far below capacity would have limited meaning. Bracket cost standards have been devised
for various levels of output to provide a better yardstick for cost measurement
under those conditions. Our reports are prepared and distributed in the week
following closing. We attempt to be current cost reporters, presenting accurate
and helpful information.
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A Concrete Products CompcTy Uses Direct Costing
With Standard Costs
by JOHN W. CHRISTIE
Chief Cost Accountant, Van de Kamp's Holland Dutch Bakers, Inc., Los Ang -2les, Cal.

This study describes standard totting of products at material and labor
cost only, application of variable overhead to inventories by rate, and
its inclusion in line and product cost reports. The establishment of
standards is briefly described and the schematics of production and
sales costing are treated. Exhibits show the informative variance
analysis provided by product lines and the product and plant cost
reports supplied to management.

IRECT COSTING

Products, Operations, and
Accounting Data

The major manufactured products
are electric light standards, called
Marbelite poles cast from marble chips
and cement, and electric light standards and piling cast from concrete. A
patented spinning process is used in
the manufacture of these products.
680

Other manufactured products are steel
poles processed from metal tubing and
machined brackets and fittings. The
company maintains a delivery and
erection service for the light standards and portable equipment for onthe -job production of pilings for contracts. These are job cost operations
and are not of concern here, except
as they relate to the accounting system generally. Purchased manufactured items are handled for resale and
include such items as parking meters,
metal light standards and fittings,
metal piling and skids and boxes.
The company's operations have been
divided into the following departments for operating and accounting
purposes:
Machine shop
Cage
Crush, batch
Marbelite
end cast
poles
Finish
Yard, batch
Concrete poles
and cast
and piling
Matal pole assembly
`

no longer precisely
However, case studies
which portray an application of this
concept in the accounts, together with
related reports, appear rather infrequently in print. This paper concerns
itself with such an application used by
a Los Angeles manufacturer of street
light standards and concrete piling.
The system is designed to aid management in making daily and major operating decisions and to serve as a connecting link between conventional accounting and the needs of management.

D is new.

J
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General factory
Crating and shipping
Engineering
Selling
Advertising
Administration

The following general ledger accounts relating to inventories, jobs in
process and accumulation of costs are
used in the accounting system:
Raw material control
Pyramid
Cement -bulk
Granite and marble
Cement -bags
Sand and gravel
Reinforcing bar (rebar) and wire
Metal pole tubing
Steel
Rough and finished purchased parts
Labor in process control
Labor in process - marbelite poles: cage;
crush, batch and cast; and finish
Labor in process- concrete poles and piling
Labor in process -metal pole assembly
Labor in process- machine shop
Jobs in process- portable pile contract control (sub -coded as required)
Deferred portable pile expense control (sub coded as required)
Finished goods material control
Finished goods materiel - marbelite poles
Finished goods materiel - concrete poles
end piling
Finished goods material -metal poles
Finished goods material- brackets
Finished goods labor control
(sub -coded to material above)
Overhead in inventories
Resale materials in stock control
(sub -coded by resale products)
Goods shipped but not billed
How Standard Costs Are Set Up

Standard costs are established for
each kind and size of raw material
and rough or finished parts purchased,
by use of current market prices, anticipated price trends, and any additional information provided by the
purchasing department. These costs
JANUARY,
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are maintained on standard cost file
cards which show the following:
Description (including size, gouge, etc.)
Part number
Unit of measure
Standard cost per unit
Date standard was set

Standard material quantities are obtained from blueprints, bills of material or batch formula, together with
information furnished by the engineering and production departments. A
standard hourly labor rate for all direct labor employees is used. Any difference between this rate and rates
actually paid is carried in a labor rate
variance account. The overhead rate
is based on variable expenses only and
is expressed in terms of the standard
direct labor dollar.
Time studies by operation have provided standard labor hours for each
part or assembly. Group standard
hours are used in the cage, crush,
batch and cast, mental pole assembly,
and finish departments. Machine shop
labor standards are set by operations
and are supplied only to parts and
completed assemblies. In the interests
of minimum clerical effort, labor performances are not calculated. Therefore, standard labor cost variances are
interpreted on a trend basis or in comparison with year -to -date averages.
Each fabricated part, sub - assembly,
and assembly has a standard cost sheet,
which shows the total unit cost made
up of standard material and labor.
The standard material quantities arc
681

costed at standard material costs as
they appear on the standard cost file
cards. The standard labor hours, by
department, are costed at the standard
hourly labor rate. The material and
labor columns are footed to arrive at a
total standard cost for each part or
assembly.

each order is completed, the quantity
is entered on the closing notice copy,
which is signed by the foreman and
delivered to the inventory control department. After posting, it is forwarded to the accounting department.
Worksheets are prepared for costing the production of the various departments. An example of the method
of costing production is illustrated by
Exhibit 1, Standard Cost of Production- Marbelite Poles and Cages. These
worksheets show a description of the
product, part, or assembly, followed
by the quantities produced. These
quantities are extended in accordance
with the rates shown on the standard
cost sheets previously described to arrive at total standard cost of material
and labor. To the right of these cost
totals appear material standard costs
broken down by type of material followed by the breakdown of standard
labor costs by department. For pur-

Procedures Followed in Costing
Production

The production of all parts and assemblies, except those manufactured
by the machine shop, is reported
weekly by shop foremen. These reports are also made for split weeks at
the beginning or end of the month.
The weekly reports are delivered to
the inventory control department where
they are recorded and summarized at
the end of the month, before being
forwarded to the accounting department. The production of each part or
subassembly by the machine shop is
authorized by a production order. As

ST AN D AR D CO S T O F

P o l e T yp e a n d N u m b e r
De s c ri p t i o n o f p r o du c t :
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MA TE R I AL

V A R I AN C E S

S t a n d a r d C o s t o f M a t e r i a l s Sp ec i f i e d
Marbelite po les
Concret e poles
P iling
Me t a l p o l e s
Tr an s fe r f ro m raw mat eri a l s t o fi ni shed go o ds
Ca g e s o n h an d n o t c a st - e nd o f m o n t h
Ma c hi n e sh o p p ro d u c t i o n
Cages on hand not cast- beginning of month
St a nda r d c o s t o f m a t e r i a l s spec if ie d

WO R K S H E E T

To t a l
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s
zx
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$
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$
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Mat eri al u sa ge var ian ce

Al l o c a t i o n o f M a t e r i a l P r i c e V a r i a n c e
Marbelite po les
Co n c r e t e p o l e s
P il ing
Me t a l p o l e s
Ma c hi n e sh o p p ro d u c t i o n
To t a l pr i c e v a r i a nc e

Gra ni t e
and M a r b l e
$
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xx
xx

St a nda r d C o s t o f Ma t e r i a l s Ac t u a l l y U s e d
Be gi nni ng i nv e nt o ry
Purc ha s e s

Allocation of Material Usage Variance
Marbelite po les
Concrete poles
P il ing
Me t a l p o l e s
Ma c h i n e sh o p p r o d u c t i o n
Total usage variance
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EXHIBIT 2

poses of determining material u sa ge
variance, an adjustment of the increase or decrease in inventories of
metal cages not yet used is made.
These totals are posted to and summarized on Exhibit 2, Material Variances, described in detail later in this

The standard labor costs of finished
goods produced for the standard journal entry come from the various departmental standard cost of production worksheets illustrated by Exhibit 1.

paper.
Standard journal entries for costs of
production are prepared in the following manner. Figures for the standard material costs of finished goods
produced are obtained for the line
captioned "Transfer from raw materials to finished goods" on Exhibit 2.

and Alloc ation
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Material Variances —Determination

Material price variances are det ermined by costing vendor's invoices at
standard costs obtained from the material standard cost file cards. The invoices are entered in the purchases
journal which provides columns for
entering the standard material cost
683
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EXHIBIT 3

and variance by type of material. A
monthly summary of this journal furnishes the information needed for Exhibit 3, Material Price Variance. A
standard journal entry is used to record purchases in the inventory accounts at standard costs and to allocate differences between actual and

standard to applicable variance accounts. These variance accounts are
closed out to profit and loss each
month. The distribution of price variances by type of material is made in
accordance with the bases indicated
below:

In ve n t o r y

Basis

Py r a m i d

S t a n d a r d usage
and pil ing

fo r m arbe lite

Cem en t - bu lk

D i r e c t t o m a r b e l i t e pol es

po le s , : o n c r e t e

Gr a n i t e and m arbl e

D i r e c t t o m a r b e l i t e pol es

Cem en t - ba gs

S t a n d a r d usa ge f o r c o n c r e t e po le s a n d p i l i n g

Sa nd a n d g r a ve l

S t a n d a r d usa ge f o r c o n c r e t e po le s a n d p i l i n g

R e b a r a n d w ire

S t a n d a r d usage
and pil ing

M e t a l pole tu b in g

D i r e c t t o m e t a l poles

Raw s teel
Rough

and

for

m arbe lite

pol es ,

c onc rete

pol es ,

poles ,

Direc t to m ach in e sh op prod uc ti on
fi ni sh ed

pu r c ha s e d

Dir ec t t o m ac hi ne s ho p pro du c ti on

pa its

Material usage variances are shown
on Exhibit 2. The standard cost of
standard material quantities is obtained from the standard cost of pro duction worksheets. The standard
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cost of materials actually used is derived by deducting the closing inventories from the total of opening inventories and purchases. For this purpose, physical inventories of the folN.A.C.A. BULLETIN
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EXHIBIT 4

lowing items of material are required
each month:
Pyramid
Cement -bulk
Granite and marble
Sand and gravel
Rebar and wire cages completed, but not
cast in poles
Metal pole tubing
Raw steel including bar, plate, pipe, and
steel cut for production orders not reported completed

The resulting differences in usage
are recorded in the material usage variances account each month and serve
as an adjustment to profit. The usage
variance is further allocated by type
of material on the same bases as those
used for distributing price variances.
This allocation of usage provides the
information for Exhibit 4, monthly
report of Material Usage Variance.
Labor Rafe and Usage Variances

Labor rate variances result from the
difference between actual direct labor
cost obtained from the distribution of
JA N UA R Y, 19 5 7

factory labor and standard direct labor cost based on actual hours. In order to determine the variance in labor
usage, a comparison is made between
the cost of actual hours at the stand atd rate computed on the labor dis
tribution worksheet and the cost of
standard hours at the standard rate,
which appears on the departmental
cost of production worksheets. Exhibit 5, Labor Variances, illustrates a
monthly report which shows both
types of labor variances. Labor work
in process inventories are charged
with actual hours at standard rates.
They are relieved at the standard labor cost and the labor cost variances.
Finished goods and cost of goods sold
accounts are charged with standard labor costs. The labor In process accounts are adjusted by a standard jour nal entry for the labor cost variance.
The net of the labor rate variance
anti labor quantity variance is charged
685
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EXHIBIT 5

or credited to labor in process control,
with the contra credit or debit going
to the labor cost variance account.
Overhead Application to inventories

The cost system has been designed
to eliminate the calculation of overhead on the standard cost sheets and
its application to individual products
manufctured. Instead, a standard
overhead rate is calculated on direct
labor dollars and applied to the direct
686

labor dollars in labor in process and
in finished goods inventories. Thia
calculation is made at the end of each
month. Adjustments for changes in
overhead applicable to labor dollars in
inventories are made through the over head in inventories account, a balance
sheet account, and the overhead to or
from inventories account, a profit and
loss account.
The change in overhead applicable
to changes in labor in inventories is
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

are charged to the appropriate cost of
goods sold accounts. Credits are made
to the appropriate finished goods material and labor accounts, except for
brackets and anchor rods. (Treatment
of these items is described below.)
All entries for cost of goods sold are
made in the sales journal. Packing
lists are prepared for each shipment
and copies are forwarded to the accounting department daily. All packing lists are costed, extended at the
standard material and labor cost of
each item, and entered in the sales
journal, whether or not billed.
Poles and brackets and anchor rods
are included in the unit selling prices.
Standard material costs of brackets and
anchor rods are usually transferred
from raw material inventories direct
to cost of goods sold from the sales
journal at time of shipment. However, in some cases, the brackets and
anchor rods are shipped "no charge"
in advance of the poles. Costs of such
items are transferred to a clearing ac-

computed on an overhead to or from
inventory worksheet. The labor in
process in beginning inventories and
the applicable overhead are shown.
The labor in beginning goods inventories and the applicable overhead are
added. The labor dollars in closing
inventories of labor in process and finished goods are extended by the standard overhead rate and subtracted in
total from the above amounts. The
differences are the increases or decreases in labor dollars and in overhead by products and by net total.
When preparing a statement of
profit and loss, changes in overhead
are treated as direct adjustments in
determining profit. Increases in overhead in inventories are added and decreases are subtracted from marginal
income to arrive at the net profit for
the period.
Costing Sales

Products invoiced are costed at
standard material and labor costs and
SALES

Po les a nd br a c ke t s
sh ip p ed an d b illed
B r a c k e t s s h ip p e d n o t
b illed
P o le s b i ll ed , b r ac k et s
n o t s h ip p e d

J O UR N A L

F in is h ed
goodspo les

Ma t e ria l
R o u gh a n d
fin is h ed
Raw
purch as ed
steel
parts

$

$ xx

xx

$

xx
xx

xx

F in is h ed
go o d s p o les

La bo r
Mach in e
sh op
lab o r in
process

Goo ds
s h ip p e d
no t
b i l le d

$

$

$

xx

xx

xx
ux

zx

l

l
xx

EXHIBIT 6
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count, goods shipped but not billed.
Later, when the poles are billed, the
cost of the brackets and anchor rods is
credited to this clearing account and
charged to cost of goods sold. A file
of costed packing lists for goods
shipped but not billed is maintained
as a subsidiary ledger for the clearing
account indicated above. As poles are
billed and the costs of the brackets
and anchor rods are transferred from
the clearing account, their costs are deducted from the balance on the packing list. The sum of all balances on
the packing lists is reconciled with the
balance in this account each month.
The sales journal supplies the in-

Direct Cost Statements for
Lines and Products

The variety of manufactured products makes necessary a subsidiary
statement, as shown by Exhibit 7.
This direct costing form of income

MAR GIN AL IN C O M E M A N UF A C TUR E D
All
p ro d u cts
Am ount
$

xx

$

xx

Pe rc en t o f n et s ales t o to ta l
P e r c e n t o f m a r gi n a l in c o m e t o t o t a l

C o n c r e t e p o le s
a n d f it t in g s
Perc en t o f
Am o u n t
n e t s a le s

$

xx

xx

$

xx

xx

x

x

$

xx

100

$

>x

100

xx
xx
xx

xx
xx
xx

xx

xk

x

x

xx

$

$

$

xx
xx
xx
xx

$

xx
xx
xx
xx
xx

xx
xx
xx
xx
xx

xx
xx
xx
xx

xx
xx
xx
xx
xx

100%
100%

xx
xx%
xx

u

$

xx
xx
xx
xx

xx
xx
xx
xx

S

xx

xx

xx
xx
xx
xx

xx
xx
xx
xx
xx

$

$

xx
xx
xx

$

$
$

$

xx
xx
xx

$
$

xx

$

$
$
$
$

$

xx
xx
xx
xx

$

xx

xx

$

$

$

$

$

xx
xx
xx
xx
xx

-

G r o s s s a le s
L e s s : R e t u r n s a n d a l lo w a n c e s
Net s ales
Co s t o f go o d s s o ld ( a t st a n d a r d ) :
Ma t e ria l
Labor
Co s t o f go o d s sold
Prim e p ro fit
F r e ig h t in
Ma n u f a c t u r in g va r ia n c e s :
Ma t e r ia l p r ic e
Ma t er ia l u sa ge
Lab o r ra t e
La bo r c os t
To t a l m a n u f a c t u r i n g va r i a n c e s
V a r i a b le e x p e n s e s :
Ma n u f a c t u r in g
d e p a rt m e n t al
- ge n e r a l f a c t o r y
Ha n dling, c r a t i n g , an d s h ip p in g
To t a l v a r i a b l e " p e n s e s
M a r gi n a l in c o m e

P R O D UC TS

M a r b e l it e po le s
and f it t in gs
Perce n t o f
Am oun t
n e t s a le s

$

DI R E C T COST S T A T E M E N T o f

formation necessary for making the
entries to cost sales and relieve the
various inventories. All entries, except
those for goods shipped but not billed,
in the columns shown in Exhibit 6.
are summarized by material and labor
for each product class symbol (manufactured products). The summary is
used to obtain the debits to the cost:
of goods sold accounts. The credits
come from the columna- footings.

rx

x 4
xx%

EXHIBIT 7
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Amo u nt
$

Gross sal es
Le s s : R e t u r ns and a l l o w a nc e s
Ne t s a l e s
C o s t o f g o o ds so l d:

xx
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$
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x
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f
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$
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$
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$
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$
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$
$
$
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$
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x
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(
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$
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T_—

contracts
Percent n[
net s a l e s

xx
x

$

Ne t pr o f i t b e f o r e t a x e s
Pro visio n fo r taxes
Net pro fit

§

f
$

$

xx
xx
xx
xx
xx

-

Material price
Mat e r i al us age
Lab o r rate
Lab o r co st
To t a l m a n u f a c t u r i n g v a r i a n c e s
Va ri a bl e e xpe ns e s :
Ma n u f a ct u ri n g
depart ment al
- gene ral facto ry
Ha ndli ng, c r a t i ng, a nd shippi ng
To t a l va r i a b l e e x p e n s e s
Marginal income
Non - variable and st a ndby c o s t s
Overhead to or from inventory
Miscellaneous income and expense

f

$

§

$

xx
xx

P o r t a bl e pipe

products
Percent of
Am o u n t
net s a l e s

x
xx

T_—

P r i m e profit
Freight in
Ma n u f a ct u ri n g v a r i a n c e s :

LO SS

Manufactured

x

Material
Labo r
To t al co st o f g o o d s so l d

AN D

i

Al l
_Pr o d u c t s

PROFIT

§

STATE MENT

$

COST

$

DIRECT

100%
100%

xx%
xx%

xx%
xx%

1

EXHIBIT 8

statement requiring the distribution of
certain types of variable manufactur-

ing expenses, uses the following bases
for allocation:

Expense

Basis

Departmental expense

1
J
lr

Cage
Crush, batch and cast
Finish
Yard batch and cast

Merbelite poles and fittings
Concrete poles and piling on the basis of
direct labor dollars of production

Machine shop

Production

General factory

To manufactured products on direct labor
dollars of production

Hauling, crating, shipping

Units of poles and piling produced, weighted
for concrete poles, piling, metal poles

The direct cost statement of profit
and loss, Exhibit 8, illustrates the
JA N UA R Y, 19 5 7

form for reporting the results of operations for all products. The advan68 9

tages of this type of information include the following:
I. Inventory and production variations do
not affect profit.
2. The profit contributed by each product

(marginal income) is easily measured
and permits sounder judgment with respect to decisions on elimination of
existing products, addition of new prod uc t s � &d vglume expansion.

�
� a

t1� I`
F
y

3. Direct costing lends itself readi ly to the
use of standard costs and budgets.
4. Cash forecasts are more easily prepared.
5. The establishment of f i xed costs permits
the assignment of control by i tem of expense rather than by depart ment.
6. The trend of costs and attendant profit
relationships are easily discernible from
the profit and loss statements, because
the variable costs fluctuate with the volume, whereas the fixed costs remain
constant.

Developing A New Cost System For A
Paper Bag Manufacturer
by WILLIAM B. BURKS
Assistant Controller, M. O'Neil Company, Akron, Ohio

There is a compact description in this article of the operation of a
"rehabilitated" system of accounts for the background company. Th e
system revisions centered on more complete inventory accounting and
satisfactory job cost records facilitating comparisons of experience on
jo bs,

to

assi st

to

cont rol

of

co s t s

and

to

est i ma t i n g

for

quol .at lon

pu rp oses.

W M U CH M ON E Y

HO

are we making

our bag factory? On what
items are we making it and why?
These were the questions facing a
new and cost conscious management
which took over an organization
which had been in existence for more
than 84 years, manufacturing the same
product, remaining in the same location, and following the same basic
policies for almost that length of time.
This paper deals with the techniques
used and the problems encountered in
setting up a job order cost system for
manufacturer of paper and paper bags.
The company set out to install a cost
690

system that would

be simple and

which could be operated without any
additions to its staff. Although no
time limit was set for putting the system into operation, results were desired as quickly as possible.
The company makes bags for practically every commercial product. The
bags range in capacity from two
pounds to one hundred pounds and
from one layer of paper to six layers.
Considering differences in construction, different grades of paper, and
differences in printing on practically
every order, the company has hundreds of different kinds of products
N.A.C.A. B U L L E T I N

within its line. Paper bags may be

not account for a significant part of

printed while they are still in roll
form on a webb type printing press.
The bags are then run through a tub-

the plant's output.

ing machine. Another way is to tube
the bags first and print them in tube
form on a rotary type printing press.
After the paper is printed and tubed,
a bottom is put into the tubes. The
next operation is to pack the bags by
bundling or palletizing. When packed,
the bags may be considered as finished
goods.

In addition to these opera-

tions, the company has one machine
which takes a roll of printed paper
and converts the roll into a finished
bag in one operation. However, this
machine will only make small bags of
a special type and its production does

N ew F or m s D evi s ed

The cost records were designed to
disclose the type of bag which the
company could make most profitably
and the quantities necessary to arrive at a breakeven or minimum order
point for every kind of bag manufactured. The next step was to design a
Job Order Cost Card (Exhibit 1) . It
is more of a summary than a means
of gathering the data. Each phase of
the operation is listed in detail in order to make the information readily
available. Costs are broken down into
units of amounts per thousand bags.
Since the kinds and amounts of paper
to be used on an order is determined

JO B O R D ER C OS T CA R D
Amo u n t o n O r d e r _

Cus t ome r

Orde r No .
Descr i pt i o n o f Bag

Mfg . Co st pe r M

Se l l i n g P r i ce p er M

Quanti ty

Ma t e ri a ls
Pa pe r
Pa pe r

Amo unt

Pri c e

�

Co st pe r
M

P r e v . Co st
per M

Y 4 `

Wr ap p i n g P a pe r
Sc ra p Credi t
To t al Ma t er i al s
Labor

B.S.
o peratio ns

SI l it

Go o ds

Set -Up

Run

Burden
To t al

Co st
per M

Rat e

A Wt

Co s t p er M

To t al
Am ' t

To t al
Co st pe r M

Prev.
Co st per M

Printing
Tu bing
Bo t t o mi ng
Shipp[ng

No. o f Go o d Bags

Ma t er i al s

Cash Di sco u nt

Fr eigh [

La bo r

SUMMARY
To t al
Co st

Bu r de n

Co m m i s s i o n

Sel l i ng
Price

Se l l i n g " Ad m . E xp.
10% of Sel l i ng P r i c e

Gr o s s
P ro fi t (L o s . )

Co st
pe r M

Sel l i ng
P rice per M

Ne t P r o f i t ( Lo ss )
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before a production order is sent to
the factory, this information is listed
on the cost sheet and later compared
with actual usage. At the bottom of

W
�

H

a °
za

the cost sheet, a gross profit figure is
computed. From this is deducted cash
discount, freight, commissions, and a
percentage for selling and administra-
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tive expenses. The balance remaining
is labeled net profit or loss. A cash
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discount of 1 per cent or 2 per cent
. allowed, depending upon bag size.
The company also pays freight charges
and grants a commission of 5 per cent
to companies in the paper and bag industry. In addition to the job cost
cards, comparative cost cards were created, as illustrated in Exhibit 2. The
purpose of the comparative cost cards
was to permit the comparison of costs
on orders calling for the same size of
bag or similar bags. From it the company would be able to determine the
amount of savings on lar „er runs. This
information would be invaluable in
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Overhead was the first phase of the
cost system to be improved. , It was
decided to departmentalize manufacturing expenses and apply them to the
cost sheets on a percentage of direct
labor in each department. This had
never been done. Manufacturing expense analysis records were set up for

q bI

the
following
departments:
printing,
tubing,
bottoming,
and packing.
Sev-

v
0
m

0

Cost Ac counting for O verhead

eral problems were encountered in de692
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partmentalizing manufacturing exAfter several months' experience
penses. First, there was the diffi- had been gained in comparing costs,
culty of pro - rating depreciation ex- both dollarwise and with the use of
penses. The company did not main- ratios, and through constant probing,
tain fixed asset ledgers of any sort and numerous fluctuations were found in
charged depreciation on a straight -line the overhead rates from month to
basis. Rather than go through the month. The plant normally runs at
laborious task of wading through in- about 40 per cent of capacity but this
complete records of the past to set up varies because all the bags are made
the various items by department, it to order and it is difficult to level the
was decided to estimate the deprecia- production load. These production irtion on machinery by making a gen- regularities stand out in a small comeral survey of the machinery located pany, when they might not be as noin each department. All acquisitions ticeable in a larger company.
are being recorded in permanent fixed
asset records. (This was carried back Cost Accounting for Labor
Before the cost system was installed,
to 1953.) Depreciation expense on
buildings was then prorated on the each employee listed the number of
basis of floor space. The distribution hours worked on each bag size on a
of indirect labor was no problem be- Daily Job Card illustrated in Exhibit
cause this information was already 3. The company maintains a bonus
supplied in the factory payroll distri- pay system based on the production of
bution. For the various other indirect bags by bag size. The timekeeper calmaterials and services, a duplicate in- culated the bonus hours and the total
voice system was inaugurated. Dupli- hours earned by each employee. Howcate invoices are filed monthly by ac- ever, the daily job card did not procount number and by department vide for dollar earnings.
charged with the expense.
In order to know the dollar labor
DAI LY
D epar tment
Ma c h i n e

Op e r a t i o n

JOB

CARD

Na me
De sc r ip ti o n

To t a l D a y W o r k H o u r s P l u s T o t a l S t a n d a r d
Ea r n e d E q u a ls To ta l P a y Ho u r s .
T o t a l P a y H o u r s M u l t i p l i e d by B a s e R a t e
Eq u a ls D a y ' s E a r ni n g s .
C o m p u t e d a n d A p p r o v e d by

Clo c k No .
Uni t.
C ompleted

Std. Ho u r s
p e r Un i t

St d . H o u r s
Ea r n e d

Da ta
St d . H o u r s
W o r k ed

Day
Work

For eman's
OR

Ho u r s

To ta l H r s .
Earned

To ta l
To ta l
Ove r ti m e

%

Ho u r s
I n d i vid u a l
%DW

Per f or manc e
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LA BO R

TI C K E T
Date
Customer

M a c h i n e No .

S e t - Up

&

O r d e r No.
Bran d

Down

_

DA ILY

La bo r Cost
P r o d u ct iv e

To t a l

We b b
Rot ary
To t a l

EXHIBIT 4

cost of each job, employees were asked
to record the job number in the description column and to ring in and
out at the start and completion of
each job. This had not been done in
the past, because several orders for the
same size bag might have been run at
the same time and the bonus was
based on the time spent on a particular size bag instead of time spent on
a given order. After the factory timekeeper completes the hourly calculations for each time ticket, a cost department employee multiplies the bonus hours plus the actual hours by
the employee's rate to get the direct
labor cost. This amount is entered in
red pencil on the daily job card opposite the job number. The total of the
red figures on the daily job cards is
the daily direct labor cost for each
worker and must tie in with the factory labor distribution.
The next problem is to post the direct labor to the job cost cards. Not
having any mechanical accounting
equipment, the company decided to
694

prepare Direct Labor Tickets for each
job (Exhibit 4). The total of these
tickets would, of course, equal the total of the daily job cards and the daily
factory labor distribution. These direct labor tickets are then filed in a
job cost folder and summarized when
the job is completed or at the end of
each month, if the job is still in progress.
Cost Accounting for Materials

Before the cost system was installed,
purchases of raw materials were
charged to purchase accounts and inventories were adjusted at the end of
the accounting period. Instead of this
method, perpetual raw material inventory accounts were set up for the following classifications:
Paper
Ink
Tape
Sleeves

Paste
Sewing twine
Engravings

Except for engravings, the raw material inventory accounts did not present any particular problem. The enN.A.C.A. BULLETIN

gravings account includes the cost of
design, engravings, and printing of
plates used in printing the various
kinds of paper bags. Some of the
plates are purchased from outside concerns and some are hand- engraved by
company employees. In many cases,
printing plates can be used on several
orders and this raised a question.
Should the cost of the plates be
charged against the first job or should
the cost be charged against the jobs according to the expected number of impressions the plate would produce? It
was decided to charge the engraving
costs against the first job because there
was no assurance the plate would ever
be used again. In addition, there would
be the voluminous task of keeping impression records if the charge were to
go against more than one job. A system also had to be created which
would accumulate the costs of the
printing plates made by the company.
This was done on a job cost basis, recording material, labor and overhead.
Finished plates are entered in the
raw materials inventory account until
charged to a production order.
Next there was the clerical problem
of charging material to specific jobs.
A requisition system of sorts had been
in operation, but this had been used
just to get material out of the warehouse and into production and for
posting to the perpetual records. It
was now necessary for the requisitions
to show the order number, in order
that the cost department would have
JA N UA R Y, 19 5 7

the needed cost information. It was
decided instead of posting material
costs to the job cost cards, to file the
material requisition in the job cost
folder after it had been priced and
extended, just like the direct labor
time tickets. Requisitions are summarized at the completion of a job or at
the end of the month, whichever occurs first. The stockroom clerk uses a
columnar summary, listing the date
and kind of paper issued, so that he
does not lose control because of the
filing of the requisition in the job order
cost folders.
New Accounts and Over -all
Operation of New System

The following new accounts were
established in setting up the cost
system:
Work in process — manufacturing expenses —This is one of three work in
process accounts set up for each element of cost. Formerly there was only
one inventory account and the different
elements of the costs of production
were not identifiable.
Manufacturing expense control —This is a
general ledger control account for factory overhead expenses.
Manufacturing expense applied —This account is credited with overhead
charged to individual jobs. The basis
used for charges to the jobs is departmental direct labor.
Manufacturing expense —over or under applied—At the end of the year the
difference between the manufacturing
expense control and the expense applied account will be closed into this
account. The balance will then appear
in the cost of goods sold section of
the profit and loss statement in order
to show cost of sales at actual. A debit
balance signified under - applied overhead and credit balance overappliod
overhead.
693

AC C O UN TI N G
In v e n t o r y
Ra w Ma t e ria ls
I
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8
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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8.

9.
10.
11.

Begin n in g in ve n t o r y o f ra w m at e ri a ls .
Be g i n n i n g i n v e n t o r i e s o f - o r k i n p r o c e s s , s e p a r a t e d b y e l e m e n t o f c o s t .
Pu rch ases of raw m aterials.
Man u fact u rin g ex p e n s es in c u r r ed .
Di re ct la b o r in c u r r ed .
R a w m a t e r i a l s p u t in p ro d u ct io n p e r m a t e ri al s req u is it io n s l ip s a n d
su m m a rie s.
Bu r d en a b s o rb ed d u rin g t h e m o n t h , b a s ed o n p r e d e t er m i n e d d e p a r t m e n t a l
direct labo r rates .
Act u a l m an u fact u rin g ex p e n s e an d a p p l ied m a n u f act u rin g e x p e n s e cl o s e d i n t o
o ve r / u n d e r a p p li e d o ve r h e a d . Th e o ve r / u n d e r a p p l ie d o ve r h e a d a c c o u n t
will b e clo s ed in t o t h e co s t o f s a les acc o u n t at t h e en d o f t h e y ear s o t h e
co s t o f s al es a cc o u n t a t y ea r en d wi ll b e at a ct u a l.
In ven t o ry at b egi n n in g o f co s t in g p erio d .
C o s t o f j o b s fin is h ed an d p u t in fin is h ed go o d s in ven t o ry acco u n t .
C o s t o f s a le s o r s h ip m en t s t aken o u t o f fin is h e d go o d s in ven t o ry acco u n t .

EXHIBIT 5
Wo rk in process—labor.
Wo rk in process --direct material.
Finished goods—a perpetual inventory
account for finished bags. This account
is debited with goods as completed
and credited when the bags are sold.
Cost of goods sold—debits to this account represent the cost of bags that
have been sold.

To show how the various accounts
operate, a simple flow chart is presented in Exhibit 5. Work in p t :)cess
is checked in this way. (This is just
a simple formula which deals with
how much is in the beginning inventory, how much is added, and how
69 6

much is taken away. The remainder
is ending inventory.)
Beginning work in process
Add: Work in process — materials, per usage
summaries
Work in process — labor, per labor incurred
Work in process — applied burden, per
cent of direct labor departmentally
Less: Cost of jobs completed during
the month and charged to
finished goods inventory
Ending work in process inventory (detail
job cost cards will agree with this figure)
The finished goods inventory is checked in
a similar manner:
Beginning inventory of finished goods
N.A.C.A. B U L L E T I N

Add: Jobs completed during the month
Less: Jobs shipped and charged to cost of
sales
Ending inventory of finished goods (the job
cost cards in the finished goods file must
agree with this figure)

The flow of bags on an order is recorded through the use of a rubber
stamp imprinted on the back side of
the job cost card. Columns are provided for the printing, tubing, and
bottoming departments. In addition,
the space on the right of the stamp is
used for the packing department and
the space on the left is used for the
date. The number of bags produced
and the date manufactured are recorded from the daily production reports. There is a certain amount of
waste in each department, but here
there is a visual aid in checking the
waste from one department to another.
Physical inventory amounts may be
checked from the figures included on
the stamp. Very frequently partial
shipments are made on an order. If
there are bags remaining in various
stages of production, the figures on
the stamp are used to obtain a basis
for an operation cost per thousand.
This permits the calculation of a total
cost and a corresponding debit to cost
of sales for a partial shipment.
Tea Steps Ahead

The new cost system has helped the
company in ten different ways. All
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of these points are of interest to small
as well as large companies. With respect to the final one, an accounting
department knows that it is really helpful to the company when the time
comes that it can tell management how
much a job will cost before it is put
into production —not when it merely
reports how much a job costs after it
has been completed. The ten advantages of the system follow:
I. It has led to better internal control.

2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

7.

8.
9.

10.

Many small companies are lacking in
this respect.
The company now has a method of
pricing work in process and finished
goods inventory without resorting to
guesswork.
Control over raw material inventories
is much tighter.
Through the use of comparative costing, the company can tell whether or
not certain types of bags are profitable. If not, the cost system helps to
find the reason.
It is now possible to measure the relative efficiency of direct labor.
The information will help in setting
standards in the future for the various
operations. This will probably lead to
a change to costing methods which
will be more informative and less costly
to operate.
Knowing the costs of the various types
of bags produced, the sales department
can push those bags which are most
profitable.
Waste can be controlled more effectively. It will be easier to find and eliminate the causes of waste.
There is a better check on the bonus
pay system. The company can now tell
whether the rates are working out as
originally planned.
Last and most important, the accounting department is able to supply management with more and better information as a basis for making decisions.
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Zemers to Me editor
A CASE IN THE 21 -DAY MONTH

Editor, N.A.C.A. Bulletin:
I TAKE THIS opportunity to make a few

comments on the very comprehensive Accounting Practice Report No. 3, "Modifying the Calendar to Meet Business Needs ".
These comments pertain to the section on
the 21 -day (as versus the 20-day) accounting month, etc.
At Caterpillar Tractor Co., the 21 -day
month was adopted, not to achieve absolute comparability of successive periods but
to achieve as practical a comparability of
successive periods as possible. The 21 -day
month is more satisfactory from ou r point
of view than the 20 -day month because it
adheres more closely to the calendar month
and, therefore, causes the least disturbance
in our business contacts with outside companies. Most vendors (as well as most of
our customers) continue to use the calendar
month. Statements from the former and
our statements to the latter must necessarily
be prepared on a calendar month basis.
Use of the 21 -day month keeps the internal
reconciliation problem at a minimum.
The use of our 21 -day month is not
necessarily related to the adoption of company -wide plant shutdowns and longer vacation periods. As a practical fact, we have
always had, for example, some manufacturing facilities working at full capacity
throughout a vacation period. In addition,
our merchandising operation of shipping
replacement parts has rarely, if ever, been
completely shut down because of vacations.
The existence of plant shutdowns for va cation in major operational activities merely
helps to determine the break -point month
to which we count our 21 -work day months
from the first (and last) of the year. Thus,
should management decide for some reason
to have a plant vacation shutdown in the
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month of August, we would merely shift
our break -point month.
Also there is no reference (which I can
find in the section of the report mentioned
above) to the problems or objections to
the use of the 21 -day month in either a
single plant company or a multi -plant
setup. Among other things, all plants do
not necessarily have the same uniform vacation shutdown period. All states in
which plants are operated do not ha ve the
same legal holidays. Finally, there are
many other phases of a n individual plant's
operation which do not lend themselves to
the 21 -day month reporting —such as the
heat -treat functions which operate 24 hours
a day and seven days a week:, Saturday and
other overtime work which is required in
certain operations because of the cost of
additional capacity, etc. These variations
become, for all practical purposes, permanent deviations from a normal 5 -day
week or 21 -work day month.
Thus, while we ha ve a 21 -day accounting
month calendar at Caterpillar Tractor Co.
(such as portrayed on page 14 of the report), strictly speaking, it is more applicable to the ma jor operations of a pa rticular
plant than to a ll of that plant or all pla nts
of the entire company. In spite of these
qualifications, however, it does tend to
minimize many of the more significant
month -to -month fluctuations which tend to
impede the exercise of good managerial
control.
W. V. STOUGHTON
HOW TO FIND THE FULLY
DEPRECIATED PART OF A COMPOUND
FIXED ASSET ACCOUNT

Editor, N.A.C.A. Bulletin:
O N C O M P O S I T E F I X E D asset accounts, especially on those of long standing, it has
been thought almost impossible to deter-
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mine the fully - depreciated part of the
assets, unless they have been currently
written off against the reserve. This has
been done only with junked, discarded or
sold pieces. The value of the fully -depreciated part of fixed assets still in use
has been buried beyond recognition in the
compound accounts. The depreciation accumu lated in the reserve accounts does not
reveal these figures, for it comprises all
depreciation, fully and partly taken.
The following method, successfully applied in practice, makes it possible to find
these unknown quantities or values with
reasonable accuracy.
Step 1. Apply the normal or legal annual depreciation rate (R) to the total of
the composite fixed asset account ( A ) .
A x R = AR. This yields an "as if"
annual depreciation amount. "As if" depreciation means the depreciation computed
as if the total asset values in the account
were still subject to depreciation. A
numerical example would be:
A= $535, 000

R =5%

AR = $535, 000 x .05= $26, 750
( "as i f " depreciation).

Step 2: Take the actual annual depre-
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ciation ( D ) for the compound account
from the work sheet on which it is developed (for exa mple $17,250) and deduct
it from the "as if" depreciation amount
(AR ) . This gives the difference ( X ) of
the two depreciations ( X = AR — D ) .
In our example X = $ 9,500 ($26,750—
$17,250).

Step 3: Divide this difference by the
normal or legal depreciation rate ( X / R ) .
The quotient (F) is the fully depreciated
part of the composite asset account.
($9,500/.05 = $190,000).

Step 4: Deducting the fully depreciated part (F ) from the total of the asset
account (A — F) reveals, of course, the
value of the assets which are only partly
depreciated and still subject to further depreciation, the part to which the normal
or legal rate applies. A numerical example
would be:
$535,000 — $190,000 = $345,000
5% of $345,000 = $17,250 (D).

The actual depreciation ( D ) divided by
the total of the fixed asset account (A)
could be called the effective rate of depreciation. On our example it is 3.22 %.
JOSEF G O U G ER
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Books
Elementary Accounting

Retail Merchandise Accounting

Arnold W . Johnson, Rinehart & Co., Inc.,
232 Madison Ave., New York 16, N. Y. ,
Third Edition, 1956, 784 pp., .$6.50

Hermon F. Bell, The Ronald Press Company,
15 East 261h Street, New York 10, N . Y. ,
Second Edition, 1956, 473 pp., $12.00.

Presenting "materials for an intensive,
undergraduate one-year college course in
the principles of accounting" and seeking
to employ "language that is simply and
interestingly written and understandable,"
the present author in this revision of his
text opens with "introduction to accounting" and closes with "introduction to accounting theory," thus placing the concrete
before the abstract for better comprehension. This is not to say that approach to
elements through definition is (or can be)
avoided. The sequence of chapters flows in
natural order from debits and credits to
their embodiment in accounting processes
and their applica tion in business units.

After a twenty-year lapse of time, the author of this work ha s revised it by a "complete re- writing and expansion" primarily
for "retailers and practical - minded students
of retailing, as well as for certified public
accountants." Among the emphases are the
retail method of accounting, budgeting
procedure, and the use of "lifo" basis of
inventory valuation (group of six chapters) .

Accounting in the Federal Government
Eric L. Kohler & Howard W . Wright,
Prentice -Hall, Inc., Englewood Cl i f f , N. J.,
1956, 291 pp., ,$5.50.

As the Army, Navy, Air Force, Post Office
Department and other government units
have, in turn, responded to the need for
improvement in accounting practices and as
they have responded also to the encouragement embodied in the Budget and Accounting Procedures Act of 1950, a part of the
interest of management accountants elsewhere has been turned in the direction of
this development. The present summarization of what has happened thus has timeliness to its advantage. Included in topical
coverage are "T he General Accounting
Office," ..Treasury Accounting," "Accounting For Costs," "Property Accounting,"
and eleven other chapter titles.
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Establishing an Integrated
Processing System

Data-

American Management Association, 1515
Broadway, Times Square, New York 36,
N. Y. , 1956, 183 pp., ,$4.50.

The completing phra seology of the title of
this work includes the words "blueprint
for a company program." It is a study
"ada pted from material originally prepared
for an orientation seminar" and considers
"preliminaries," "tailoring the program,"
"the installation process," "integrated data
processing and the worker," and "the long
view" and offers three company case
studies plus case material identified as
"selected applications."
Promoting Professional Progress
The Institute of Internal Auditors, 120 Wall
Street, New York, N. Y. , 1956, 99 pp.

The addresses presented at the fifteenth
annual conference of the Institute of Internal Auditors last Ma y are reprodu ced in
this report of proceedings, as well as the
Institute's Thurston Award paper for the
year. Attention at the conference centered,
in a measure, on electronics and the topic
is represented here by addresses on "ElecN.A.C.A. BULLETIN

SELECTED ARTICLES FROM ACCOUNTING PERIODICALS
ARTHUR ANDERSEN CHRONICLE, October 1956 (120 S. LaSalle St., Chicago
3, 111.)
Some Critical Questions about Direct Costing. J. R. Jones.
Improvement of Reports to Management. Alvin Pederson.
THE CONTROLLER, October 1956 (2 Park Ave„ New York 16. N. Y., single copy
$.50)
The Relation of Invested Capital to Profit. Danield M. Sheehan.
Pan American's Electronic Data- Processing Center. John S. Woodbridge.
Valuations for Corporate Mergers and Reorganizations. Clarence Crocheron.
THE CONTROLLER, November 1956
Quantitative Analysis for Investment Decisions. George J. Staubus.
Executive Controls —What and Why. Wm. Travers Jerome 111.
Deferred Profit Sharing Today. Warren Reininga & Lee Soltov.
Operations Research and the Controller. Michael Schiff.

tronics —How Does It Affect Our Audit
Program ?" and "T he Human Relations
Aspect of Electronics." The title of the
award paper mentioned above is "T he
Criteria of a Profession."
Saving Income Taxes by Short Term
Trusts
R. L. Gradishar & Reuel L. Olson, Prentice Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, N. J., 1956,
190 pp., $7.50.

On individual rather than corporate income
taxes, the present volume wa s prepa red on
the point that "recent legislation makes
your path to decreased income taxes certain and definite. . .. T he short term tru st
. . . is an income tax saving tool . . .
written into the Internal Revenue Code,
itself' Legislation is particularized and
savings illustrated.
Reasonable Executive Compensation
C. Richard Gunzer, Gunzer Publications, Inc.,
14 West Hawthorne Ave., Valley Stream,
N. Y. , 1956, 76 pp., $5.95.

The author of this study has principally
in mind "reasonable compensation for tax
purposes," principally Federal Income Tax.
Court decisions on the point are tabulated
in extensive listings in the latter half of
the book. The forepart is devoted to general considerations and capsule presentaJA NU A RY , 1 95 7

tions of

the circumstances of

pertinent

cases.
Succeeding With Profit Sharing
J. J. Jehring, Profit Sharing Research Poundation, Evanston, Ill., 1936, 164 pp., $4.00.

Subtitled "the experience of profit sharing
companies in communicating their plans to
their employees," this volume is a report
on a survey made to bring ca se da ta to the
surface and summarize it into findings.
The study consisted of submission of a
questionnaire to 202 companies and case
study interviews in 18 companies. The
questionnaire used and its related sample
are described and chapters are developed to
generalize the results as much as practicable, e.g. chapters on "Talking to Employees About Profit- Sharing," "Written
Messages to Employees About Profit -Sharing." The case studies are detailed in an
appendix.
Dynamic Factors In Industrial Productivity
Seymour Melman, John Wiley & Sons, Inc.,
440 Fourth Ave., New Yo ri 16, N. Y. ,
1956, 238 pp., $4.75.

More relevant to industrial accountants
than its title might make it appear, this
book is given identification in its preface
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SELECTED ARTICLES FROM BUSINESS PERIODICALS
ADVANCED MANAGEMENT, Nove mber 1956 (74 Fifth Ave., New York 11. N. Y.,
single copy $35 to members, $1.00 nonmembers)
Measurement of Management. John B. Joynt.
BUSINESS BUDGETING, Nov emb er 1956 (P.O. Box I, Covington, Ky.)
Capital Expenditure Management. Donald L. Cartland.
What Can a Budget Accomplish? A. G. Avant & A. H. Franking.
Decentralization of the Comptroller's Function. Arthur S. Hudson.
Effective Daily Controls for Manufacturing Costs in Jo6 -Order Industries.
C. P. Reynolds.
Management of Inventory Investment in Manufacturing Industries. J. L. Bush.
COMPUTERS AND AUTOMATION, Nov emb er 1956 (Berkeley Enterprises, Inc.,
513 Avenue of Americas, New York 21, N. Y., $1,25 single copy, except June
issue which is $4.00)
Use of Automatic Programming. Walter F. Bauer.
Data Problems of a Grocery Chain. Frank B. Calhoun.
DUN'S REVIEW AND MODERN INDUSTRY, Nove mber 1956 (99 Church St.,
New York, N. Y., single copy $35)
Three Guides to Profit Control. Raymond Villers,
MANAGEMENT METHODS, November 1956 (22 W. Putnam Ave., Greenwich,
Conn., single copy $.50)
How Tax Rates Affect the Decision —Build or Lease.
How to Set Up a Middle Management Incentive Plan. R. H. Davis.
How to Make Your Annual Report Pay for Itself. W. Ruder & D.9=inn.
OFFICE EQUIPMENT NEWS, September 1956 ( 146 Bates Rd., Montreal 8, Canada,
single copy $35, annual $4.00)
Efficient Record- Keeping Can Reduce Office Overhead Costs. B. W . G. Holt.
OFFICE EXECUTIVE, October 1956 (132 W. Chelton Ave., Philadelphia 44, Pa.,
single copy $.50)
Making an Organization Analysis. H. J. Neufeld.
Is Gobbledygook Shrouding Automation Techniques? V. D. Schoeller.

as "the exploration of . . . mechanization
of production and the rise of administrative
overhead," called "parallel processes in
business - managed industrial firms." Underlying da ta a re drawn from both British and
American industry. A comment in the
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chapter on "Implications for the Business
Process" is that "if productivity is made
into a decision - making goal, it will lead to
the development of cost criteria that pertain to social cost, crossing over the boundary lines of conventional business cost."
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3orVovJIfforNatiolf
THE FACTS WHICH FRAME
THE FUTURE
this department
to a single published item of
industrial accountants, if that
especially pointed as to topic
This was true, on both counts,
on electronic accounting equipwith in several issues during
true also of the
the past summer. It
topic of business forecasting. Hence, this
month's "For Your Information" deals
with the subject matter of a new book,
Business Forecasting in Practice, edited by
Adolph G. Abrahamson and Russell H.
Mack (John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 440
Fou rth Ave., New York 1 6, N. Y., $ 6.50 ).
Although the elements of economic forecasting which may have been drawn into
a company's planning for 1957 will have
been processed several months ago, along
with programming more particular to the
company's individual situation, the opening of a new calenda r yea r is, nevertheless,
a point at which techniques of looking
ahead seem to have special appropriateness and at which they may engage attention more fully than at other times of

given to a publication or, if it is in any
sense a review, it is not an opinion review but a contents review.

FROM TIME TO TIME,

is

is devoted
interest to
interest is
or timing.
of material
ment dealt

the year.
Something should be said, first, about
the nature of this "look ". The N.A.C.A.
Bulletin does not carry, either in "Notes
on Cu rrent Reading" or in this department,
book or article reviews in the sense of
evaluations. In the former, the mention of
particu lar works is brief enou gh to be a dequately described as "notes," intended to
indicate as well as possible in a small
amount of space the area covered by a
publication and the viewpoint of that coverage if there is a pla in "angle" involved.
Similarly, in "For Your Information," no
"review" is intended when attention is
JA N UA R Y, 19 5 7

Make -Up and Objectives of the Book
Business Forecasting in Practice has the
subtitle, Principles and Cases, which identifies it as both a text in its subject and a
vehicle of exa mples in the practice of forecasting. Its two editors are also its two
initial contributors and are joined by six
others to put together an eight - chapter 275
page volume of mixed theory and experience. These contributors include five company economists, a vice - president of a merchandising company, a professor of economics, and a partner in a consulting firm.
They deal with theories of the business
cycle and forecasting techniques, present
instances, with comment, of forecasting
with respect to the 1949 "recession" and
its duration, and give case material in
short -run business forecasting, and analysis
of activity and outlook . They write against
the background of a quotation at the start
of the presentation from economist Arthur
F. Burns on the inevitability of forecasting of one qua lity or other:
"The choice before man is not
whether to engage in forecasting or to
abstain from it, but whether to base
expectations on 'hunches' or on lessons carefully distilled from experience."
In line with this thought, the objectives
of the book are prefatorily stated to be
"to present specific information on how
forecasts are prepared —that is, step by
step reasoning and techniques by which
forecasters reach conclusions from available data (and to) indicate how existing
studies of business cycle causation could be
utilized more fully by forecasters." The
remainder of this description of the book
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will be devoted to brief separate notations
on each of its eight chapters. In general,
the final six chapters, each presenting a
specific forecast made in recent years, fol
low a structure pattern which involves
giving part or all of the forecast, itself,
followed by considerations on which it was
based, exposition of the techniques employed, summarization of the types of data
relied on, and indications of uses to which
the forecast was put.
The Business Cycle
All forecasting is conditioned by the
concept of a sequence of recurring develop.
ments known as the business cycle.
Theories as to this cycle are reviewed by
Mr. Mack, who is Professor of Economics
at Temple University, in the first chapter
of the book. These theories include profit
expectations, psychological theories, monetary theories, over - saving and under -consumption theories, and others. It is stated
in respect of this chapter that "we have
attempted to describe the key elements in
each theory in a few concise sentences ".
Techniques of Forecasting
Following consideration of the business
cycle, its identification and causes, appears
a chapter on "Techniques of Forecasting"
by Mr. Abrahamson, economist of SKF
Industries, who sets himself the objective
of "presenting a description of the methods
or techniques in use among business forecasters". Among others, there are explained the "continuation of current conditions" basis or "naive" forecast, the
"lead series" (depending on determination
of sequence of events), "surveys of present plans for future action," "surveys of
opinion and expectations," "pattern of relationships," "econometric models," recognition of "dominant influences," accumulation of "favorable and unfavorable factors,"
and other means including those desig704

nated as "stage of the cycle,"
levels," "rate of change," etc. It
recalled that, in mentioning these
tions, the merest hint of contents

"critical
must be
designaof a 4 0 -

page chapter is being given.
Recession of 1949
The application of forecasting, as reflected in this book, begins with its third
chapter, entitled "T he Business Recession
of 1949," written by Joseph B. Hubbard,
Economist, Union Service Corporation.
This is presented as an "actual forecast"
(in introductory comment ;n the preceding
chapter) which, with charted information,
covers a projection, made at the time, of
economic behavior over a period of twelve
to fifteen months and covers points of decline and recovery. There is a concise description of the some twenty data series
(indicators) used. The purpose of the ex
ample as a whole is stated to be "to ex
hibit the course of a continuous forecast."
A Short -Run Forecast
A forecast of general business and department store sales "prepared in April
1953 for the six months fall season Aug.
1, 1953 to Jan. 31, 1954" is the second
item of case material. Written by Myron
S. Silbert, Vice- President of Federated Department Stores, it opens with a descrip.
tion of the general business situa tion in the
United States at the time, ;proceeds to the
forecast, itself, the theory underlying it,
and the techniques and data used, plus the
method used for "translating" the forecast
from one applicable to general business to
one applicable to a particular company.
Briefly set forth, also, is an indication of
the reliance which the stores of the company's organization placed on the forecast,
both for general confidence and special
policies.
End of the 1949 Recession
Against the situation on July 1, 1949
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

and again on October 17 of that year,
William W . Tongue, economist of Jewel
Tea Company had reached conclusions
quoted in Cha pter V of the present book,
"The 1949 Recession —When Will It End ?"
The positions taken predict and pretty
well time recovery and were based on a
system of prediction utilizing, "barometers, analogy with the past, and models
constructed in terms of national income
accounts." The remainder of the chapter
sets forth the analogy behind the forecast and continues on to particularize more
fully on the forecasting system employed.

devotes attention to his company's report
on "T he Business Outlook" "issued near
the end of July 1953 covering the second
half of 1953 and the year 1954" and describes the reliances, and data techniques
on which the forecast proceeded. Among
the techniques are evaluation of favorable
and unfavorable factors, surveys of intentions,—analysis of factors affecting purchases, ratios and critical levels, short term
cycles, continuations of present trends, and
government spending plans. The results
of the forecasts are related to uses made
of them in connection with sales estimates.

Review and Forecast

General Business Activity
The work of an economic research and
forecasting operation is disclosed in "Forecasting General Business Activity" by Donald J. Watson, economist, General Electric Co. After pointing out that both six
quarter and ten -year forecasts are prepared,
Mr. Watson notes that the shorter period
conforms to the purposes of the book and
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Analysis of the Business Outlook
Again, in the final chapter, an assessment of prospects as prepared by an experienced economist for a particular period
is the core of the material. This is "an
actual, short -term forecast of general business for the latter part of 1948 and early
1949 ". The contribu tor is Wilson Wright,
economist of Procter & Gamble Co. The
structure of presentation and exposition
employed with respect to other chapters is
used here also. Techniques of forecasting
are, in this ca se, related to human behavior
and it is sta ted that "forecasting procedure
may be organized as an attempt to answer
the following questions ":
I. What action has been taken by persons
performing different economic and political functions?
2. Why was the action taken?
3. What economic situation has been developed as a consequence?
4. How is this situation understood by persons performing different economic and
political functions?
S. What
such persons probably do?
6. What kind of an economic situation will
probably be developed as a consequence?
will

A further example of forecasting in the
short -range is supplied under the caption
"Business Review and Forecast" by Kenneth D. Ross, partner in Stein, Roe, and
Farnham, and revolves around a report
issued by that firm in July 1953 "for internal use and private circulation ". It is
stated that the report, of which the chapter consists, in the main, "analyzes the
economic situation which obtained about
applies chiefly
the middle of 1953 and
... but in adto the ensuing twelve months
dition includes a few remarks concerning
longer term implications ". Issued by the
firm as a registered investment adviser,
the report was used to provide "groundwork for fundamental decisions".
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